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JANE
Jan 12-20   Jane Goodall’s observations of chimpanzees in the wild 
challenged conventional wisdom about what made humans excep-
tional. Jane is the story of how Jane Goodall became Jane Goodall 
– using footage shot by future husband Hugo van Lawick of her first 
experiences in Gombe, Tanzinia in the 1960’s. Previously thought to 
be lost forever, the footage was only recently discovered in a storage 
unit, and has been now masterfully intercut with interviews of pres-
ent day Jane Goodall to provide an in-depth portrait of her life.
Set to a rich orchestral score from legendary composer Philip Glass, 
award-winning director Brett Morgen tells the story of an extraordi-
nary woman whose chimpanzee research challenged the male-domi-
nated scientific consensus of her time and revolutionized our under-
standing of the natural world. 98 min  Required viewing for Goodall 
admirers, animal lovers, and lost cinema fans. — Indiewire

THE FAIRY
Jan 12-21  Dom works the night shift in a small hotel near the industrial 
seaport of Le Havre. One night, a woman named Fiona arrives, with no 
luggage and no shoes. She tells Dom that she is a fairy, and grants him 
three wishes. Before she is able to grant the third wish however, she 
mysteriously disappears. By this point, Dom has fallen in love with Fio-
na, and sets out on a quest to find her, leading the two on a series of 
comic misadventures. Husband and wife filmmakers Dominique Abel 
and Fiona Gordon delighted Ryder audiences in October with their 
film, Lost in Paris (returning Jan 19, 20 and 21). Seeing Abel and Gordon 
is like finally seeing the real version of something you’ve previously 
only seen imitated. They are as in control of the comic tone as they are 
of their movements – and they move beautifully. 93 min / in French 
with subtitles “Their style — equal parts Jacques Tati, Jerry Lewis, Wes 
Anderson and Wallace & Gromit — isn’t easy to pull off.” –NY Times

DJANGO
Jan 12-28 France,1943 during the German occupation. Every night, 
guitarist and composer Django Reinhardt delights Parisian audiences 
with his witty, life-affirming ‘gypsy swing’ music. While many other 
Romany people find themselves the target of racist persecution, 
Django believes himself to be safe – until agents of the Nazi pro-
paganda machine demand that he go on tour to Germany in order 
to counteract the influence of ‘negro music’ from the USA. Django 
refuses. Filmmaker Etienne Comar, wrote Of Gods and Men and pro-
duced Abderrahmane Sissako’s Timbuktu. Django will immerse view-
ers in a tumultuous chapter in the life of one of the greatest musical 
geniuses of the 20th century. Reda Kateb’s impressive performance 
is sure to please all fans of the renowned jazz musician and keep 
audiences on their tapping toes. France, Germany / subtitles / 117 min

.
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Lost in Paris
Jan 19-21 Lost in Paris is the new comic 
collaboration by the married filmmaking 
duo, Dominique Abel and Fiona Gordon. 
(We are also showing their 2012 film, 
The Fairy.) The filmmakers also star in 
this story of a a small-town Canadian li-
brarian (Fiona) searching for her elderly 
Aunt Martha in the French capitol. She is 
aided in her search by a vaguely disrep-
utable Parisian vagabond (Dominique). 
Aunt Martha is delightfully portrayed by 
the legendary Emmanuelle Riva (Hiro-
shima, Mon Amour). 83 min  Rife with 
pratfalls, near-misses, crazy coincidences 
and mistaken identities, “Lost in Paris” is 
a whirligig contraption that never turns 
frenetic or throws too much at you. It’s 
like a Jean-Pierre Jeunet farce on Xanax, 
with a soothing dose of Wes Anderson 
whimsy for good measure. - LA Times

The Square Jan 26-Feb 4  Christian 
is the respected curator of a contempo-
rary art museum, a devoted father of 
two who drives an electric car and sup-
ports good causes. His next show is The 
Square, an installation in the museum’s 
courtyard: a small square, set amid the 
cobblestones, and intended as a sanctu-
ary where all rights are to be respected. 
But sometimes it’s difficult to live up 
to your own ideals. 142 min / Winner: 
Palme D’or Cannes Film Festival
This is a movie with a lot on its mind, 
from art to altruism, and it could func-
tion as a Rorschach test for its audience, 
reflecting viewers’ anxieties and inse-
curities right back at them. It’s also just 
really, really funny. - The A.V. Club

BPM (Beats Per Minute)
Feb 2-4  In Paris in the early 1990s, a 
group of activists goes to battle for 
those stricken with HIV/AIDS, taking on 
sluggish government agencies and ma-
jor pharmaceutical companies in bold, 
invasive actions. The organization is ACT 
UP, and its members, many of them gay 
and HIV-positive, embrace their mission 
with a literal life-or-death urgency. Amid 
rallies, protests, fierce debates and ec-
static dance parties, Nathan, a newcom-
er to the group, has his world shaken up 
by Sean, a radical militant. France / subti-
tles / 140 minutes Grand Prize Winner: 
Cannes Film Festival

See TheRYder.com for last minute updates to our movie calendar
Fri and Sat, Jan 12 and 13
The Fairy 6:45 @ IU Fine Arts Upstairs
Django  7:30 @ IU School of Global and 
International Studies
Jane 8:30 @ IU Fine Arts Upstairs

Sunday, Jan 14
Jane 5:15 @ Bear’s Place
Django 7:45 @ Bear’s Place

Fri Jan 19
Lost in Paris  6:45 @ IU Fine Arts Up
Django   7:30 @ IU School of Global and 
International Studies
The Fairy  8:30 @ IU Fine Arts Upstairs

Sat, Jan 20
Lost in Paris  6:45 @ IU Fine Arts Up
Jane  7:30 @ IU School of Global and 
International Studies - Last Chance!
Django  8:30 @ IU Fine Arts Upstairs

Sunday, Jan 21
Lost in Paris  5:15 @ Bear’s - Last Chance!
The Fairy  7:45 @ Bear’s - Last  Chance!

Fri and Sat, Jan 26 and 27
Django 6:45 @ IU Fine Arts Upstairs
The Square  7:30 @ IU School of Global 
and International Studies

Sunday, Jan 28
The Square 7pm @ Bear’s Place

Sunday, Jan 28 at 
the Buskirk Chumley Theater
The Great Silence 2:30
The Monkees in HEAD 5pm 

Fri and Sat, Feb 2 and 3
BPM (Beats Per Minute) 7pm @ IU Fine 
Arts Upstairs - Three Nights Only!
The Square  7:30 @ IU School of Global 
and International Studies

Sunday, Feb 4
BPM (Beats Per Minute) 4:30 @ Bear’s 
Place - Last Chance!
The Square  7:15 @ Bear’s - Last Chance!

Fri Feb 9: Oscar Short Film Festival*
Animation 6:45 @ IU Fine Arts Upstairs
Live Action  8:30 @ IU Fine Arts Upstairs

 * showtimes for the Oscar Shorts are 
tentative - confirm online in late Jan

Lost in Paris
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FEATURES                                                                                                            

DEPARTMENTS                                                                                   

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.” 
Winners will receive a pair of tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring one 
or more buses in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring book 
and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder and their families 
or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.

Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.

What are the bulls on the bus doing in Ferdinand?

• Sleeping, dreaming about 
bullfights

• Eating

• Talking, discussing bullfight 
strategy

• Reading Ernest Hemingway

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK’S QUESTION: 
In Murder on the Orient Express, 
Ratchet claims to have met baseball 
player Ty Cobb on a bus

WATCHING THE BEATS 
Local printmaker Danielle Urschel talks collective and community 

art space--philistinism, landlords, and an excess of downtown 
hygiene--as she looks to spark an alchemy of beauty in the 

profitable heart of Bloomington.
By Deneise Self

THROUGH THE FLAMES
One esteemed critic previews another as Joan Hawkins takes a 

look at J Hoberman’s attempt to give 1968’s Cannes Film Festival 
a do-over.

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE 
A long submerged film bubbles up from its dark, fairy-tale 

mud when 1968’s Something For Everyone resurfaces at the IU 
Cinema on February 2.  

By Jamie Hook  

WONDERS OF CREATION
Performance Art Troupe/Band Coupler channels Kropotkin’s take on 

Mutual Aid as they collaborate with the entire universe during their live 
score of Our Heavenly Bodies.

By George Erik Zobel  

WOUNDED GALAXIES 1968 
This year’s Wounded Galaxies Festival explores everything from 

the ludic to the infinitely grave as it tries to ‘cement’ May 68’s 
fragile perpetuity.  

BEST OF 2017:  
BOOKS, MUSIC AND MOVIES

Our critics fi nd pearls of hope among the current swinish debris as 
they take a long look at the best books, fi lms, and music that 2017 

had to off er.

EVENT HORIZON
Jumpin’ and jivin’ in January as the apostrophe 

returns to the Contents page20
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STAGES
WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU’RE EXPECTING...

. . .LIVE MUSIC, COMEDY AND THEATER
by Anthony Scott Piatt   

...LIVE MUSIC

JENS LEKMAN
FEBRUARY 5TH @ 9PM - THE BISHOP PRESENTED BY 
SPIRIT OF ‘68
You are likely to fi nd Jens in Sweden or NYC. Perhaps 
hear his song craft on his own albums or with special 
projects from songs originally penned on postcards or 
with “one song a month” collaborations with Annika 
Norlin. Thanks to the Bishop, you can hear him without 
a passport or a fl ight to NYC. The weather around here 
lately fi ts well with the Scandinavian esthetic. Fans of 
WFHB’s “Scenes from the Northern Lights” should 
not miss the show and maybe we’ll see John Westhues 
there, too.

BIG WILD
FEBRUARY 18TH @ 8PM - THE BLUEBIRD
“I want to communicate a feeling, I want to inspire people with a new kind of song they 
haven’t heard before, one that truly pushes, and erases, boundaries.”
That quote from Jackson Stell who performs as Big Wild and formerly made tracks as 
J Beatz is a good starting point. If his Dre and Neptunes inspired instrumentals got 
mentioned fi rst one might miss the more expansive sound a move to Cali’s pristine 
wilderness, redwoods and waves inspired.
Hear the wide open spaces in his infectious trodding grooves. Festivals and electronic 
shows are a showcase for him, but the inspiration is more like a hike through Joshua Tree. 
Both go well with enhanced mindsets. The forest of people at concerts and the actual forest 
of redwoods are yin and yang for Big Wild… and you February 18th at the Bluebird.

VALERIE JUNE
FEBRUARY 20TH @ 8PM - BUSKIRK CHUMLEY

Folk, soul, country, R&B and blues. That’s not 
a list of the various styles were covering in this 
month’s Stages. It’s some of the genres Valerie 
June draws on for her music. 
“People shouldn’t necessarily think of bluegrass 
when they see the banjo,” explains June. “It was 
originally an African instrument, and people 
in America used to play all kinds of banjo: 
mandolin banjo, ukulele banjo, bass banjo, 
classical banjo, jazz banjo, there were even banjo 
orchestras. For some reason people like to limit it 
and say it just has to be in folk and bluegrass, but 
to me it can be in anything, and I really wanted 
to set the banjo free…”
Her album “Pushing Against A Stone” 
garnered praise from NPR as “an elemental 
talent born with the ability to rearrange the 
clouds themselves” and Rolling Stone calls her 
“unstoppable”. 
I’d like to see a show with her, the Carolina 

Chocolate Drops, Rev Peyton and David Grisman. Or maybe a mix tape is more likely, 
with logistics and the fact that the Chocolate Drops aren’t together anymore. So, more than 
happy to see Valerie June at our own Buskirk-Chumley Theater. 
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...THEATER

WILD AND SCENIC FILM FESTIVAL
PRESENTED BY INDIANA FOREST ALLIANCE
JANUARY 14TH @ 5:30PM - THE BUSKIRK CHUMLEY
There have been disturbing trends in the stewardship of 
our natural resources lately. From protests and robbery of 
our Indiana old growth forests to the wanton destruction of 
pristine public lands by the corporate oligarch in the White 
House and his sycophants.

The Wild & Scenic 
Film Festival is an 
“inspiring night of 
short fi lms about our 
natural resources 
and the brave people 
striving to protect 
them.” 
While we have plenty 
to be pissed off  about 
regarding the assault 
on our public lands, 
this festival will 
highlight the “beauty 
of nature, amazing 
wildlife, and stories 
of citizens speaking 
truth to power” with 
its selection of  short 

fi lms. Live music, food, drinks, networking and prizes included. 
Presented by the Indiana Forest Alliance, IFA membership is 
included with admission.
Live music provided by supportive artists Malcolm Dalglish, Tim 
Grimm, Tom Roznowski, Cari Ray, and The Hammer & the Hatchet.
Jayme Hood of The Hammer & The Hatchet told us they have 
played several events for the IFA all over the state. They have a 
song that is both personal and universal, Ferris Hill, that spawned 
from loggers dropping trees down a valley and into a creek at her 
home. Ferris Hill is unrecorded but live versions can be heard at 
thehammerandthehatchet.com. 
“We are involved with this issue because we hike and hunt and 
enjoy the wild parts of our area. Yellowwood is a forest where I 
raised my kids. We are very familiar with the long term eff ects of 
over-logging in our area. It’s important to encourage protection of 
the wild areas so everyone can come enjoy them. We have already 
lost so much forest in this state, it’s important to keep some wild 
places.” - J. Hood

THE SOUND OF MUSIC
JANUARY 31ST - FEBRUARY 1ST - IU AUDITORIUM

This is a new 
production of the 
play, but retains 
the Rodgers and 
Hammerstein 
score. Including the 
beloved and award 
(all of the awards) 
winning songs “My 
Favorite Things,” 
“Do-Re-Mi,” “Climb 
Ev’ry Mountain,” 
“Edelweiss,” and the 
famous title song.
52 years after the 
movie version, we 
are still taken away 

by the story and songs. And although it is whimsical and feels like 
a fantasy, it’s origins are based on “The Trapp Family Singers” by 
Maria Augusta Trapp. 

SEX WITH STRANGERS
PRESENTED BY CARDINAL STAGE COMPANY
FEBRUARY 9TH THRU 25TH - IVY TECH WALDRON AUDITORIUM
“Sizzling comic drama” may be the most honest description 
of many of our sex lives. The play by Laura Eason shows this 
dynamic between an older novelist and a younger blogger as 
they become ever more intimate. They both start to think the 
grass is greener in the others lot. How far they go and how much 
it changes each of them and their relationship is promised to be 
explored with “erotic heat and intellectually provocative scenarios 
dealing with love in the 21st century digital age.”

...COMEDY

MATT BRAUNGER
FEBRUARY 8TH, 9TH AND 10TH  - THE COMEDY ATTIC
Braunger has been on Conan, Letterman, MadTV, Chelsea Lately, 
and he’s won “Best of the Fest” at Aspen’s Rooftop Comedy 
Fest, featured on Just for Laughs, South by Southwest and more. 
His debut album, “Soak Up The Night” was released in 2009 on 
Comedy Central Records. 
Skipping ahead to 2018, just before publication of this issue, Matt 
tweeted this…
“The problem is, that guy loves himself AND is crazy fucking 
dumb. Do I mean that YouTuber or the Pres? You be the judge!”
If you think he speaks of the vlogger sit stage left at the Attic, if 
you suspect the Orange Apocalypse sit stage right. We can have it 
out prior to the show. Enjoy!

...MISCELLANEOUS

WALK THE TALK: CREATING HAPPINESS
FEBRUARY 21 @ 7:30PM - BUSKIRK-CHUMLEY THEATER

“Coming back to Bloomington with Walk the Talk will be like 
homecoming for me. After going to IU, I owned The Bluebird 
from 1981 to 2004.  I have always loved Bloomington.  Since 1981 
I’ve been in the nightclub business and in 2012 at The Vogue I 
decided to go a diff erent route with my focus.” - Co-founder, 
Steven Ross
The ‘Ah Hah!’ moment: “TED Talk inspired” local speaker series 
called Walk the Talk. Steve and his cohorts have held eight events 
at The Vogue.  Covering the themes Gratitude, Compassion, 
Forgiveness, Positive thinking, Life‘s Purpose, Love in Action, and 
Mindfulness. 
Walk the Talk: Creating Happiness is the new focus at the Buskirk 
Chumley Theater.  “Bloomington has been a very mindful and 
spiritual active community for decades. We feel that our focus will 
walk hand-in-hand with the Bloomington community.”

[editor’s note:] ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT has volunteered at WFHB 
for 20 years so far and publicized David Grisman, The Skatalites, 
Cubanismo and more. He accepts comments and hate mail at 
writer4ryder@gmail.com.
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WALK THE TALK  
CREATING 
HAPPINESS
by Anthony Scot Piatt
Steve Ross has always loved 
Bloomington, and hosting Walk the Talk 
on February 21st at the Buskirk-Chumley 
Theater will be like a homecoming for 
him.  After attending IU, he owned the 
Bluebird nightclub from 1981-2004.  In 
2012, he decided to focus on a very 
diff erent venture: presenting nationally 
known spiritual, inspirational, and 
motivational speakers.  
He soon learned that well known 
speakers – even spiritual speakers – 
come with high price tags. Ross and his 
partners, Karen Golden and Richard 
Brendan, began watching TED talks 
closely which eventually led them to a 
sort of ‘Ah hah’ moment--auditioning 
local speakers to create a “TED Talk 
inspired” series called Walk the Talk. 
The shows are always a lot of fun to 
present and attend. Typically lasting about 
90 minutes, they include six speakers, 
an emcee, live music, tons of confetti, 
and a Motivational Balloon Drop. where 
each balloon has an inspirational phrase 
inscribed on it. There are a number of 
inspirational takeaways from these events, 
as many people are seen taking copious 
notes and expressing how much they were 
moved by what they just witnessed
Everyone has a story to tell, and auditioners base their stories on topics that WTT 
organizers present them. Speakers are chosen in the following manner. After 
signing up to participate, Ross and his team arrange a private audition in which 
candidates present an 11-minute memorized speech.  In evaluating speakers, 
they look for qualities like passion, focus, and how inspiring their stories are. 
Ross and his team select six speakers from the auditioners.  Each speaker puts 
their own personal stamp or twist on the given topic. The speakers are not paid 
for their services, but they are rewarded by professionally fi lmed videos that 
are posted on the Walk the Talk YouTube channel and Facebook page.  This is 
actually similar to the way TED Talks work and several event speakers have 
received thousands of views on the group’s social media platforms. Taken 
together, the speakers and their audiences form a community known as the ‘Walk 
the Talk Tribe
Previous Walk the Talk events have had profound impact on participants and 
audiences alike, one that brings their personal spiritual experiences into contact 
with the greater community and thereby intensifi es their eff ects.  These eff ects 
add up to an expansion of consciousness.  Neal Phalora, who spoke at WTT’s 
Positive Thinking and Life’s Purpose event says:  “Walk The Talk brings people 
together who are seeking higher forms of consciousness.  It also sourced personal 
and professional opportunities that I could never have foretold”  
This is high praise indeed, not to mention illustrative of the eff ects Walk the 
Talk have upon everyone who participates or attends their shows.  A quote from 
Danielle Ireland Dellen expresses two of the most important aspects of Walk The 
Talk events -- community connection and conscious expansion.  Dellen describes 
Walk the Talk as a forum “to explore big questions like increased mindfulness, 
self-forgiveness, and the the creation of happiness.”  She also points to the 
events’ success as a sign that “people are hungry for connection and want to be a 
part of something greater than themselves.” 

by Anthony Scot Piatt
To warm hearts, lift spirits and, most importantly, 
to celebrate the life of Toby Strout, Middle Way 
House will present their annual benefi t Love 
Songs for a Lasting World this February 24th at 
7:30 at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater.
Famed hammer dulcimer player, singer and 
composer, Malcolm Dalglish and his musical 
group, the Ooolites, along with former Pilobolus 
dancer Jun Kuribayashi, have crafted a show of 
soaring melodies, transcendent harmonies and 
acrobatic movement to inspire and amaze. 
The show will be followed by a lantern-lit 
musical procession to a party around a bonfi re 
where hot apple pie will be served up, courtesy 
of Muddy Fork Farm & Bakery. Malcolm sums 
up his concept for this unique event experience: 
“We want to off er unbridled joy and warmth 
in the depth of winter through new works and 
old favorites that create a soulful, inventive, and 
sometimes zany celebration of voice, nature, and 
the human form.”
The event has become a mid-winter tradition and 
a signature fundraiser for Middle Way House, the 
nonprofi t emergency shelter and rape crisis center 
that provide a wide range of services to survivors 
of domestic abuse, sexual violence and human 
traffi  cking in six Southern Indiana counties. 
Debra Morrow, Executive Director of Middle 
Way House, says “It is especially meaningful that 
this year’s performance will honor Toby’s thirty 
years of passionate service and tireless advocacy 
for survivors of violence in our community.”  
Toby’s daughter Anna, who is sponsoring the 
event, added,  “I can’t think of a more fi tting way 
to pay tribute to the soaring spirit of my mother 
and to continue the themes of her life’s work.  
Malcolm’s incredible genre-bending production 
emphasizes our vital responsibility to each other 
and to our planet.” 
Anna recommends that those attending bring 
their “woolies” for the follow-up procession.
To purchase tickets, please visit 
https://web.ovationtix.com/trs/pe.c/10231867, 
or in person at the Buskirk-Chumley Ticket 
Offi  ce. 
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half page text guideline

In December 2017 and January 2018, the Bloomington Print 
Collective (with other local printmakers) exhibited a group show at 
the Vault on West Sixth Street. I chatted with one of the participants, 
Danielle Urschel (who has a BFA and MFA in printmaking from IU 
and is a 30-year Bloomington resident). Danielle has volunteered 
with various local arts projects, including the now-homeless 
performance space, The Void.

DANIELLE: “I’m a member of a cooperative called the 
Bloomington Print Collective. This group has existed for 
almost seven years. It started because there are a lot of artists 
in town who don’t have workspace. Especially if you are a 
printmaker, you need room and heavy equipment.”

“So many talented people leave Bloomington because, 
after being at IU, there is nowhere to continue to do work. I 
have family here, so I chose to stay. The Bloomington Print 
Collective began when local printmakers pooled equipment 
and rented a space. In the beginning, we had nothing, but 
we made a yellow light room and drying stands, all with the 
spirit of ‘we can do this.’ Over the years, members have come 
and gone, and things have changed. At first, we had open 
workshops where people could learn how to make prints. 
But, it was a lot of work for artists to volunteer and teach 
in addition to paying rent. From the start, amazing, really 
powerful people have helped. 

We also tried to get outside assistance to keep workshops 
going; twice we applied for grants from the Bloomington Arts 
Commission. We didn’t get either grant. The process of talking 
with the council was kind of humiliating. Maybe the people 
on the board didn’t really understand what was involved with 
printmaking. In the end, we didn’t have enough people using 
the space to compete with performance groups and bigger 
events. It is as if we were too small to matter. When you have 
a handful of volunteers, you aren’t going to get hundreds of 
people, but we thought the teaching component was valuable. 
Anyway, we were trying to create a community project, but 
that didn’t work. Finally, about three years ago, we stopped 
doing workshops and eliminated the volunteer/educational 
aspect. Now, the collective is simply a group of printmakers 
who share space.”

DENEISE: You are also involved with the volunteer-fueled performance club 
The Void. Tell me about that.

DANIELLE: “The Void is another of those spaces where there was a 
void, hence the name. The club has been on South Rogers Street for 
two years. I’m just a volunteer, and it’s 100% volunteer run, nobody 
gets paid anything. One of The Void’s goals has been to support the 
music scene--local as well as touring bands. Truly an all-ages venue, 
in terms of both volunteers and audience--one soundman was in 
his 70s, one was 16—people attended events or worked there just 
because they loved music. But, The Void is closing. The building 
is going to be bulldozed so the city can build a parking lot. We’ve 
looked for other spaces but the search is problematic because the 
growth of the university and the growth of unaffordable housing 
seem to be consuming downtown.”

“When you have community spaces, artists are able to communicate 
about and work on their work, otherwise people can be so isolated. 
Artists and musicians need to feel they are part of a community. 
Things like First Fridays, that’s cool because it gets people out. And, 
the I Fell Gallery is also providing place for some artists to work and 
exhibit. All artists really want is to have space to work and to have 
people look at their work.” 

“Something that really concerns me is the city of Bloomington’s 
approach to the arts includes branding, which seems a surface thing.  
To me, it’s like selling an idea where you don’t have to invest in the 
actual substance of the thing. It’s not informed by what’s actually 
happening, it’s informed by what you want to present to people. I am 
concerned about whether the city has any interest in retaining artists 
in the community or helping with resources for artistic development. 
City assistant director for the arts, Sean Starowitz, was quoted in 
Bloom magazine as saying: “I want to make sure that arts are brought 
to the table… as a creative approach to solving issues in the context 
of economic development.” Is that the vision of the place of art in 
the city—to ‘solve problems of economic development’? Is that the 
purpose of art? Art is about many things but I never think of it as a 
way to solve economic issues. And if that is the city’s vision for local 
art, I see why things are going the way they are going in terms of lack 
of resources allocated to emerging and pre-emerging artists.”

Printmaker Danielle Urschel

photo by K
.D

. SelfDanielle 
Urschel
Danielle 
Urschel

Communing with

Watching  

the Beats By K .D . Self

The creative energy 

is still here, but 

it ’s underground .“

half page text guideline

“Creating art can be why you get up at five in the morning and work on something. 
It’s this drive that comes out of you. Whether you are a musician or writer or painter 
or printmaker. At 50, I’ve seen this pattern over and over of art trying to swell up 
and come out and the question arises both as an individual and with the local artistic 
community, are you going to suppress that or are you going to encourage expression? 
That’s what it comes down to, for me. I don’t mean to disrespect what the city does. I 
like public art. But, I think the kind of art the city is funding does not represent the full 
picture.”

DENEISE: Not all art is ‘pretty’; the dangerous can be beautiful. Do you envision a solution 
for emerging, seasoned, and status quo-challenging artists who struggle to find space?

DANIELLE: “What would be wonderful is collective space where artists could learn 
from each other. There are communities that do support art studios and pre-emergent 
development. The word incubator is a word not really used much anymore, but an 
incubator could be a place where art might hatch.”

DENEISE: Artists of all ages—youngsters through seniors—might benefit from such a 
resource.

DANIELLE: “Having volunteered for different things, I believe the impulse is 
there, but what it comes down to is property and money. Having space (especially 
downtown) means occupying property that tends to be more valuable as rental units 
than as an art space collective.”

DENEISE: The gentrification of downtown has definitely displaced artists over the past thirty 
years. In the 1990s, Second Story was a place for experimentation and showcasing original 
local music, not unlike what was happening at The Void. During the 1980s, artist studios and 

cheap apartments where artists 
lived were available downtown, 
especially in the Allen Building 
and Fountain Square. There was 
daily, lively conversation between 
artists about their work, just 
walking through the hallways 
of those buildings. That sense of 
community seems now gone.

DANIELLE: “Over the years, 
artists have tried to carve 
out community places, with 
different upswells--like there 
was the Art Hospital. People 
put a lot of time and effort into 
that, but it only lasted a couple 
of years. I believe the creative 
energy is still here, but it’s 
underground; there’s just no 
space.”

“I would like to be optimistic 
and encouraging, but all these 
parts add up to artists being 
pushed out of town. People 
living in downtown areas 
don’t want any controversy, 
everything has to be clean and 

not loud and not challenging. A lot of the places we looked at for The Void were not 
suitable because you couldn’t be loud. I have many artist friends who have moved 
away. What is here for them? Bloomington is an awesome community. But, is it 
getting less awesome because what we value as the character of the city is getting 
washed away? It feels as though Bloomington may be becoming ‘Anytown’.”

Contact K.D. Self at: ChoosingActiveCompassion@gmail.com

Ouroborus in the Poppies
(by Danielle Urschel; wood cut and lino cut print)
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on the board didn’t really understand what was involved with 
printmaking. In the end, we didn’t have enough people using 
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events. It is as if we were too small to matter. When you have 
a handful of volunteers, you aren’t going to get hundreds of 
people, but we thought the teaching component was valuable. 
Anyway, we were trying to create a community project, but 
that didn’t work. Finally, about three years ago, we stopped 
doing workshops and eliminated the volunteer/educational 
aspect. Now, the collective is simply a group of printmakers 
who share space.”
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exhibit. All artists really want is to have space to work and to have 
people look at their work.” 

“Something that really concerns me is the city of Bloomington’s 
approach to the arts includes branding, which seems a surface thing.  
To me, it’s like selling an idea where you don’t have to invest in the 
actual substance of the thing. It’s not informed by what’s actually 
happening, it’s informed by what you want to present to people. I am 
concerned about whether the city has any interest in retaining artists 
in the community or helping with resources for artistic development. 
City assistant director for the arts, Sean Starowitz, was quoted in 
Bloom magazine as saying: “I want to make sure that arts are brought 
to the table… as a creative approach to solving issues in the context 
of economic development.” Is that the vision of the place of art in 
the city—to ‘solve problems of economic development’? Is that the 
purpose of art? Art is about many things but I never think of it as a 
way to solve economic issues. And if that is the city’s vision for local 
art, I see why things are going the way they are going in terms of lack 
of resources allocated to emerging and pre-emerging artists.”
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Although the 1970 film Something for Everyone is not a 
musical, you’d be forgiven for suspecting otherwise upon 
surveying its cast and creative team. It is one of only two 
films directed by Broadway legend Harold ‘Hal’ Prince 
(known for Cabaret, Sweeney Todd, and The Phantom of the 
Opera, to list a paltry few). It was written by Hugh Wheeler, 
a frequent librettist of Stephen Sondheim’s as well as a 
prolific mystery writer under the nom de plume Patrick 
Quentin. It was scored by John Kander of the songwriting 
team Kander and Ebb, who gave us Cabaret and Chicago. 

Its top-billed star is Angela Lansbury—fresh from her 
Tony award-winning performances in the Jerry Herman 
musicals Mame (1966) and Dear World (1969). Lansbury plays 
Countess Herthe von Ornstein, whose aristocratic privilege 
is enfeebled in the aftermath of WWII. The family castle is 
no longer operational and even strawberries—a favorite 
breakfast treat—have become a luxury item. 

Once available on VHS in the ‘80s, Something for 
Everyone disappeared for decades until Kino Lorber 
rereleased it in high definition last year. It will screen as part 
of the Underground Film Series at the IU Cinema on Friday, 
February 2 at 6:30 p.m.

While Lansbury receives first billing, it is Michael York—two 
years before he would again play (much more sympathetically) a 
bisexual character in Bob Fosse’s film adaptation of Cabaret—who 
provides the film its venomous center. For in delicious contrast to 
its romantic settings (it was shot on location over three months in 
Bavaria and Austria), Something for Everyone is the darkest of black 
comedies. York’s turn as the ne’er-do-well drifter Konrad Ludwig is a 
tour de force; he is in virtually every scene of the film and seamlessly 
embodies the inscrutable Konrad’s contradictions such that he is 
simultaneously wide-eyed and callous, seductive and repugnant, 
urbane and barbaric.

Shortly after their first meeting Konrad ingratiates himself 
into the Countess’s household and sets about forming self-
serving relationships with her fey, aloof son (Anthony Higgins) 
and precocious, homely daughter (Jane Carr). At the same time, 
he initiates a series of clandestine trysts with Anneliese Pleschke 
(Heideline Weis), the attractive daughter of new-moneyed parents 
who are far from uninterested in his ties to the Countess and her 
ancestral property. The film acutely counterposes Konrad’s social 
climb with his moral plunge into depravity. The less said about the 
plot the better; like in a funhouse ride, the many twists and turns of 
this topsy-turvy morality tale can be enjoyed all the more when you 

E V E R Y T H I N G  B U T  T H E  M U S I C A L  N U M B E R S :

HA L  P R I N C E ’ S  
Something for Everyone

By Jamie Hook  
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don’t anticipate them coming. 
Its original critics were perplexed that Something for Everyone sidestepped the 

genre most associated with its creative team; the film “looks and sounds like it has 
its heart on being a musical” posited one. “I kept expecting [it] to break into cynical 
song,” quipped another. Perhaps the lack of songs only furthers our ability to 
understand the film tonally as a sort of looking glass-version of The Sound of Music, 
that perennial favorite that works through story and song to confirm human goodness 
even at the precipice of humanity’s darkest hour. Something for Everyone, set in the 
wake of the same war (wherein Nazism remains a skulking specter), replaces the 
saccharine with cyanide.    

In a short scene prior to the opening credits, Konrad retrieves an illustrated book 
from the bottom of his only suitcase. On the cover is a castle, flags flying from every 
turret, alongside the title Es war einmal (“Once upon a time”). A voiceover narrator 
begins to relay the clichéd tale within and Kander’s main theme is first heard, here 
scored to evoke a delicate music box. The film’s credits appear as the pages of the 
book turn, a variation on a technique used in the very different Alpine-set film Heidi (a 
vehicle for Shirley Temple in 1937). 

This tongue-in-cheek opening signals the film’s investment in the world of 
fairy tales—not necessarily those of the Brothers Grimm or Charles Perrault, but 
those called to mind via the European operettas of Victor Herbert or Franz Lehár. 
These are stories without the supernatural, but brimming with dispirited aristocrats, 
warmhearted peasants, mistaken identities, lovers’ quarrels and reconciliations, 
secret rendezvous, and carefully calculated social machinations that ensure all is put 
monetarily, monogamously, and martially right by the final curtain. 

Such are the stock elements Something for Everyone deploys only to scramble 
and invert in terms of its bleakly comedic representational tone. Lest we miss the 
point, Konrad and Anneliese soon meet at a performance of Richard Wagner’s Tristan 
und Isolde— she in her box seat, he standing in the gallery, their eyes on each other 

instead of the stage—while 
Prince’s low-angles render 
the quintessential lovers 
of Romantic opera just shy 
of grotesque. Through its 
recasting of familiar plot 
elements involving romance, 
money, and social ascension, 
the film seems at least partially 
to be about the proverbial 
“other side of the story,” the 
one musicals can be reticent to 
tell. 

Surely it is not coincidental 
that Prince, Wheeler, 
and Kander all worked 
throughout their respective 
and collaborative careers 
within the genre to expand its 
thematic and representational 
parameters through dark, 
socially incisive musical 
productions. And, because 
all shared a love for and 
internalization of the form, 
the film remains snappy and 
buoyant, sophisticated and 
stylish, even as it lays waste 
to the (figurative) sunniness 
the musical conventionally 
thrives on. Indeed, the film they 
delivered offers everything but 
the musical numbers, alongside 
an aesthetic as visually 
ravishing as its characters are 
revolting.

While Angela Lansbury 

receives first billing, it is 

Michael York—two years 

before he would again play 

(much more sympathetically) 

a bisexual character in Bob 

Fosse’s film adaptation of 

Cabaret—who provides the 

film its venomous center.
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If you’re new to the magic of Coupler, you can think of them 
as an ‘organization’ rather than a band. That’s how their label, 
Third Man Records, describes them. Ryan Norris’ objectives 
go beyond leading a band - he aims to use Coupler as a vehicle 
for writing, photography, installation art, film-scoring, etc, and 
above all this, he aims to collaborate with the creative people 
around him that inspire him.” 
Coupler’s core is Norris, a veteran of popular Nashville band 

Lambchop, along with Rodrigo Avendaño and Rollum Haas, 
though its membership has at times swelled to as many as 
eight. This fluidity is important. Norris describes the project 
as “an exercise in mutual cooperation of creative individuals” 
and “an exploration of the intersections of man and machine, 
live and recorded, composed and improvised, stasis and flux.” 
Norris creates what he has dubbed “deliberate ambient mu-
sic,” a term that acknowledges the influence of the pioneering 
work of Brian Eno (Music for Films and Apollo: Atmospheres and 
Soundtracks) as well as Aphex Twin (Selected Ambient Works 85-
92) and the film scores of John Carpaenter (Assault on Precinct 
13 specifically), to name but a few of his influences.
Norris has written a new score for the recently restored 1925 

silent film, Our Heavenly Bodies.

Editor’s note: Coupler performs their score live accompanying a screening of Our Heavenly Bodies  
at the IU Cinema, as part of the Underground Film Series, on Thursday, February 22, at 7:00 p.m.

Recently restored by Filmmuseum München, Our Heavenly Bodies 
has found a new audience in recent years as part of the Coolidge 
Corner Theatre’s Science on Screen series. “German director Hanns 
Walter Kornblum (1878–1970) set out to create a film unlike any that 
had come before,” the press release for the restoration of Our Heavenly 
Bodies states. “His aim was a film that would serve as both a sum-
mation of all the astronomical knowledge available at the time and a 
dreamy investigation of what wonders might await humanity at the 
advent of space travel.” Kornblum, the former director of the educa-
tional film department of the German Film Society (Deutsche Licht-
bild-Gesellschaft, Deulig), had gained notoriety in the early 1920s for 
his film The Basic Principles of Einstein’s Theory of Relativity, a now-lost 
adaptation of Einstein’s groundbreaking ideas demonstrated through 
the extensive use of filmic “trick shots.” 
Early innovations in filmic special effects are often associated with the 

fantastic, the horrific, and the impossible. The work of French filmmak-
er Georges Méliès readily comes to mind. Le Voyage dans la Lune (A Trip 
to the Moon) (1902) seems a particularly apt example in the context of 
Kornblum’s work. While loosely based on the works of Jules Verne, 
Méliès’ film traffics in delicious make-believe more so than speculative 
science. Kornblum, by contrast, worked to educate his audience about 
recent scientific breakthroughs through his innovations.

Our Heavenly Bodies (Wunder der Schöpfung) is 
no less ambitious than his first film. Collabo-
rating with fifteen special effects experts and 
nine cameramen, Kornblum produced a film 
that combines documentary, historical material, 
fictional narrative scenes, and animation, all 
for educational purposes. Elaborately tinted, 
as many of the celebrated extant films of this 
era were, the film is awash in blue and purple, 
gold and pink. Some of the visuals (particu-
larly those in the sequences of inter-planetary 
space travel) may bring to mind Méliès or even 
Stanley Kubrick’s own ambitious, ground-
breaking film 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968). 
Coupler offers Carl Sagan’s Cosmos: A Personal 
Voyage (1980) as another point of association.
While many films from the early days of 

cinema are now commercially released with 
their original soundtracks restored, it is import-
ant to remember that these early films were 
often accompanied by skilled musicians who 
would improvise a score, typically built from 
well-known songs and melodies by popular 
composers of the time, on the spot. While some 
critics are not often fond of new scores for early 
cinema (see the initial responses to Giorgio 
Moroder’s 1984 score for Fritz Lang’s 1927 
Metropolis or the exodus of scholars and critics 
that greeted the premiere of French electron-
ic duo Air’s new 2011 score for A Trip to the 
Moon), these collaborations are often connected 
with extensive restoration work that brings 
these films to new audiences.
Enter Norris, who had interest in doing 

soundtrack work “for a very long time.” In an 
interview with Melissa Starker for the Wexner 
Center for the Arts Norris explained, “As a writer 
of instrumental music rather than a ‘songwriter’, 
I’ve always had in mind that I’d like to do music 
for films. [The commission for Our Heavenly 
Bodies] seemed like a good starting point for this 
kind of work. I’m a fan of functionalism in music, 
and of music that is situational, e.g. dance music 
and ambient music. Obviously soundtrack music 
fits into these categories as well.”
Norris has supplied music for recent short 

films made by his friend Jonathan Rogers and 
filmmaker Geoffrey Sexton. He’s also flirted 
with film composition through “a soundtrack 
for an app-based book project that never quite 
came to fruition,” and a collaboration between 
archival avant-garde filmmaker Bill Morrison 
and the band Lambchop, for which Norris 
wrote the music.
Coupler’s live performances of the score recall 

the common practices of early cinema exhi-
bition while simultaneously suggesting new 
wonders of creation. 
“At its best, I think art points to other worlds, 

other possibilities,” Norris added. “With that in 
mind, I hope that our music for this film points 
not necessarily to the same world that the 
speculative science in the film points to,  
but another set of possible worlds.”

Coupler Presents Our Heavenly Bodies

Caption goes here

By Name of Person

Wonders of Creation
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at the IU Cinema, as part of the Underground Film Series, on Thursday, February 22, at 7:00 p.m.

Recently restored by Filmmuseum München, Our Heavenly Bodies 
has found a new audience in recent years as part of the Coolidge 
Corner Theatre’s Science on Screen series. “German director Hanns 
Walter Kornblum (1878–1970) set out to create a film unlike any that 
had come before,” the press release for the restoration of Our Heavenly 
Bodies states. “His aim was a film that would serve as both a sum-
mation of all the astronomical knowledge available at the time and a 
dreamy investigation of what wonders might await humanity at the 
advent of space travel.” Kornblum, the former director of the educa-
tional film department of the German Film Society (Deutsche Licht-
bild-Gesellschaft, Deulig), had gained notoriety in the early 1920s for 
his film The Basic Principles of Einstein’s Theory of Relativity, a now-lost 
adaptation of Einstein’s groundbreaking ideas demonstrated through 
the extensive use of filmic “trick shots.” 
Early innovations in filmic special effects are often associated with the 

fantastic, the horrific, and the impossible. The work of French filmmak-
er Georges Méliès readily comes to mind. Le Voyage dans la Lune (A Trip 
to the Moon) (1902) seems a particularly apt example in the context of 
Kornblum’s work. While loosely based on the works of Jules Verne, 
Méliès’ film traffics in delicious make-believe more so than speculative 
science. Kornblum, by contrast, worked to educate his audience about 
recent scientific breakthroughs through his innovations.

Our Heavenly Bodies (Wunder der Schöpfung) is 
no less ambitious than his first film. Collabo-
rating with fifteen special effects experts and 
nine cameramen, Kornblum produced a film 
that combines documentary, historical material, 
fictional narrative scenes, and animation, all 
for educational purposes. Elaborately tinted, 
as many of the celebrated extant films of this 
era were, the film is awash in blue and purple, 
gold and pink. Some of the visuals (particu-
larly those in the sequences of inter-planetary 
space travel) may bring to mind Méliès or even 
Stanley Kubrick’s own ambitious, ground-
breaking film 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968). 
Coupler offers Carl Sagan’s Cosmos: A Personal 
Voyage (1980) as another point of association.
While many films from the early days of 

cinema are now commercially released with 
their original soundtracks restored, it is import-
ant to remember that these early films were 
often accompanied by skilled musicians who 
would improvise a score, typically built from 
well-known songs and melodies by popular 
composers of the time, on the spot. While some 
critics are not often fond of new scores for early 
cinema (see the initial responses to Giorgio 
Moroder’s 1984 score for Fritz Lang’s 1927 
Metropolis or the exodus of scholars and critics 
that greeted the premiere of French electron-
ic duo Air’s new 2011 score for A Trip to the 
Moon), these collaborations are often connected 
with extensive restoration work that brings 
these films to new audiences.
Enter Norris, who had interest in doing 

soundtrack work “for a very long time.” In an 
interview with Melissa Starker for the Wexner 
Center for the Arts Norris explained, “As a writer 
of instrumental music rather than a ‘songwriter’, 
I’ve always had in mind that I’d like to do music 
for films. [The commission for Our Heavenly 
Bodies] seemed like a good starting point for this 
kind of work. I’m a fan of functionalism in music, 
and of music that is situational, e.g. dance music 
and ambient music. Obviously soundtrack music 
fits into these categories as well.”
Norris has supplied music for recent short 

films made by his friend Jonathan Rogers and 
filmmaker Geoffrey Sexton. He’s also flirted 
with film composition through “a soundtrack 
for an app-based book project that never quite 
came to fruition,” and a collaboration between 
archival avant-garde filmmaker Bill Morrison 
and the band Lambchop, for which Norris 
wrote the music.
Coupler’s live performances of the score recall 

the common practices of early cinema exhi-
bition while simultaneously suggesting new 
wonders of creation. 
“At its best, I think art points to other worlds, 

other possibilities,” Norris added. “With that in 
mind, I hope that our music for this film points 
not necessarily to the same world that the 
speculative science in the film points to,  
but another set of possible worlds.”

Coupler Presents Our Heavenly Bodies

Caption goes here

By Name of Person

Wonders of Creation

BY LAURA EASON

“Slick, provocative and deliciously fun!” – TheaterMania
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Joan Didion went to San Francisco in the 1960s, she said, 
because the “world as I had understood it no longer existed… 
The center was not holding.”  The events of 1968 proved 
Didion right. For many of us who lived through that era, 
1968 became a watershed year in the history of international 
revolution. Seldom have so many people worldwide 
simultaneously aspired to such radical change.

2018 marks the 50th anniversary of the Chicago 
Democratic Convention; Prague Spring and the subsequent 
Soviet Invasion of Czechoslavakia; 
France’s Mai 1968; the Tlatelolco  
massacre of students in Mexico 
City; uprisings in Poland,  Spain, 
Italy, West Germany, Ireland, Great 
Britain, China, India, Argentina, 
Brazil, Scandinavia, Japan, Pakistan, 
and many nations across the African 

continent.  It is the anniversary of the Vietnam War’s Tet Offensive, 
the assassinations of Martin Luther King Jr and Bobby Kennedy; and 
the COINTELPRO infiltration of The Black Panther Party and the 
Young Lords.

Here in Bloomington, there were campus anti-Vietnam War 
demonstrations, so many in fact that IU Bloomington was singled 
out for mention in the recent Ken Burns documentary, The Vietnam 
War. The African American Students Association was formed, and 
in May they temporarily shut down the Little 500 race, to protest 

racially discriminatory policies of 
Fraternities and Sororities. For two 
days they occupied the stadium. After 
38 hours, the AASA was notified that 
their demands had been met, and the 
race took place. Women protested dorm 
rules that mandated curfews for women 
students (but not men). And over 4,000 

I N  1 9 6 8 ,  R A D I C A L  A E ST H E T I C S 

WAS  T U R N I N G  T H E  V E RY 

CO N C E P T  O F  A R T  O N  I TS  H E A D.

Wounded 
Galaxies 

SCHOLARS, ARCHIVISTS, FILMMAKERS AND 
PERFORMERS ARE COMING TO BLOOMINGTON 
TO EXPLORE AND CELEBRATE 
THE LEGACY OF 1968.

BY JOAN HAWKINS

Wounded 
Galaxies 

“Tear down the walls” 
“VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA,”  
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE 1969

“When logic and proportion have fallen 
sloppy dead,…feed your head”

“WHITE RABBIT,” JEFFERSON AIRPLANE 1967
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faculty and students turned out to hear Robert Kennedy speak, just 6 weeks before he 
was assassinated. 

Within the town itself, 1968 also had an impact. The day after Christmas, 
Ku Klux Klan members firebombed the African American-run Black Market on 
Kirkwood, a space that eventually became People’s Park. Today the Park remains a 
site of friction between the Bloomington Police Department, university students and 
the homeless street population.  And in Bloomington, as in the rest of the country, 
the reverberations of 1968 continue, as we still struggle for civil rights, for justice and 
equality, for alternative economic solutions, and for peace. 

“If the structure does not permit dialogue, the structure must be changed.”
Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed 1968

During 1968, the radical impulse extended to the academy and the arts as well.  
Across the country, students went on strike, demanding what was then called a 
“relevant” education.  By “relevant,” we did not mean job skills and training. We 
meant an education that was less white, less patriarchal, and more reflective of the 
world in which we actually lived.  

The longest student-faculty strike took place at San Francisco State College. From 
November 6,1968 to March 21, 1969 business as usual on campus effectively stopped, 
as faculty and students marched and demonstrated for a more inclusive curriculum.  
The Third World Liberation Front and the Black Student Union set the agenda, 
protesting the lack of diversity on campus and the Eurocentrism of course content.   
“Education from kindergarten to college failed to focus on subject matter that was 
germane to the life experiences of people in the minority community,” John Bunzell 
wrote. Even worse, the education system replicated the racial power imbalance of 
society as a whole.  And so, across the country, students and faculty agitated for 
academic change. When the strike finally ended, San Francisco State became one of 
many colleges that had nascent Black Studies Departments. Latino Studies (originally 
called “Chicano Studies”), Native American Studies, and Women’s Studies classes 
were born, quickly gathering enough enrollment to justify creating departments.

What campus activism meant for academic disciplines can hardly be 
overestimated. When I first took “20th century Women’s Lit” in the English Dept 
at San Francisco State in 1971, the number of 20th century women writers who 
“counted” could be ticked off on one hand.  We read Virginia Woolf (still considered 
a controversial challenge to the canon), Gertrude Stein, Djuna Barnes, Doris Lessing, 
Sylvia Plath. and then spent the rest of the term looking at female characters in 
works written primarily by men: DH Lawrence’s Women in Love, Hemingway’s The 
Sun Also Rises.  The freshman seminar class met once a week for 3 hours, the odd 
time slot breaking institutional boundaries as much as the course content broke 
curricular boundaries.   Just to have texts to read, we had to do radical excavation.  
“Anonymous was a woman,” bathroom graffiti proclaimed.  But, as we quickly 
learned, Anonymous was also Black, Chinese-American, Chicano and working-class. 

While literature professors and graduate students were unearthing texts by 
forgotten authors, historians were similarly pushing the envelope on what could and 
could not be considered a “document” or “evidence.”  Influenced by the Annales 
school in France, American historians began looking at journals, diaries, the words of 

Negro Spirituals 
in an attempt 
to write history 
from the ground 
up—a history 
of everyday 
people.  In 1968, 
noted American 
historian Eugene 
Genovese 
wrote a critical 
historiography of 
the major studies 
of American 
slavery from 
a hemispheric 
perspective, and 

SCHOLARS, ARCHIVISTS, FILMMAKERS AND 
PERFORMERS ARE COMING TO BLOOMINGTON 
TO EXPLORE AND CELEBRATE 
THE LEGACY OF 1968.

Wounded Galaxies 1968, Beneath the Paving 
Stones, the Beach is a weeklong program of events 
designed to commemorate the 50th anniversary of 
1968 and explore its continuing legacy in political, 
academic, environmental and artistic action.  It will 
take place here in Bloomington, on campus and in-
town, Feb 5-11, 2018, with some preliminary events 
scheduled to take place in January. For up-to-date 
listings visit the Wounded Galaxies: 1968 website:  
http://mediaschool.indiana.edu/woundedgalaxies/
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faculty and students turned out to hear Robert Kennedy speak, just 6 weeks before he 
was assassinated. 

Within the town itself, 1968 also had an impact. The day after Christmas, 
Ku Klux Klan members firebombed the African American-run Black Market on 
Kirkwood, a space that eventually became People’s Park. Today the Park remains a 
site of friction between the Bloomington Police Department, university students and 
the homeless street population.  And in Bloomington, as in the rest of the country, 
the reverberations of 1968 continue, as we still struggle for civil rights, for justice and 
equality, for alternative economic solutions, and for peace. 

“If the structure does not permit dialogue, the structure must be changed.”
Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed 1968

During 1968, the radical impulse extended to the academy and the arts as well.  
Across the country, students went on strike, demanding what was then called a 
“relevant” education.  By “relevant,” we did not mean job skills and training. We 
meant an education that was less white, less patriarchal, and more reflective of the 
world in which we actually lived.  

The longest student-faculty strike took place at San Francisco State College. From 
November 6,1968 to March 21, 1969 business as usual on campus effectively stopped, 
as faculty and students marched and demonstrated for a more inclusive curriculum.  
The Third World Liberation Front and the Black Student Union set the agenda, 
protesting the lack of diversity on campus and the Eurocentrism of course content.   
“Education from kindergarten to college failed to focus on subject matter that was 
germane to the life experiences of people in the minority community,” John Bunzell 
wrote. Even worse, the education system replicated the racial power imbalance of 
society as a whole.  And so, across the country, students and faculty agitated for 
academic change. When the strike finally ended, San Francisco State became one of 
many colleges that had nascent Black Studies Departments. Latino Studies (originally 
called “Chicano Studies”), Native American Studies, and Women’s Studies classes 
were born, quickly gathering enough enrollment to justify creating departments.

What campus activism meant for academic disciplines can hardly be 
overestimated. When I first took “20th century Women’s Lit” in the English Dept 
at San Francisco State in 1971, the number of 20th century women writers who 
“counted” could be ticked off on one hand.  We read Virginia Woolf (still considered 
a controversial challenge to the canon), Gertrude Stein, Djuna Barnes, Doris Lessing, 
Sylvia Plath. and then spent the rest of the term looking at female characters in 
works written primarily by men: DH Lawrence’s Women in Love, Hemingway’s The 
Sun Also Rises.  The freshman seminar class met once a week for 3 hours, the odd 
time slot breaking institutional boundaries as much as the course content broke 
curricular boundaries.   Just to have texts to read, we had to do radical excavation.  
“Anonymous was a woman,” bathroom graffiti proclaimed.  But, as we quickly 
learned, Anonymous was also Black, Chinese-American, Chicano and working-class. 

While literature professors and graduate students were unearthing texts by 
forgotten authors, historians were similarly pushing the envelope on what could and 
could not be considered a “document” or “evidence.”  Influenced by the Annales 
school in France, American historians began looking at journals, diaries, the words of 
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the following year his World the Slaveholders Made ran through 
our required US History classes like wildfire.  It wasn’t on 
anybody’s syllabus, but we bought the few copies the San 
Francisco State bookstore stocked in its general book section, 
and passed them around until they were dog-eared and 
heavily marked. I was in high school then, and my history 
teacher bought the book and gave it to select students, as part 
of a “special” study. Feminist scholars started with Seneca Falls 
and then pushed the historical line backwards and forwards to 
unearth a woman’s history. And most shocking of all to me at 
the time, Japanese-American writers broke their silence on the 
internment camps.  I still remember hearing about Manzanar 
and the camp at the Tanforan race track for the first time—
when I was 20.  I had spent my entire life in California, in 
easy driving distance of Tanforan, without knowing.  Radical 
history professors brought in magazines, published during 
World War II, that demonstrated with graphics and text 
“how to tell a Chink from a Jap” and asked us to do primary 
historiographic work using these casually racist documents 
as evidence.  And from France, Michel Foucault taught us 
that power, sight, and perception themselves have a political 
history, traceable through institutions like clinics and prisons.

In 1968, there was a student deferment for the universal 
draft.  This meant, you could defer deployment to Vietnam 
if you were in school.  So, many young middleclass men 
stayed in school as long as humanly possible.  When I 
entered San Francisco State as a college freshman in 1971, 
the average undergraduate age was 26.  What that meant for 
class conversation was enormous.  Older students who had 
completed (or just narrowly avoided completing) multiple 
majors, brought a perspective to class discussion that I’ve 
never experienced since.  More importantly, they became 
something like public intellectuals—holding study circles 
and “free” university classes at bars and coffeehouses, where 
anyone could come and read Freud, Marx, Nietzsche, Hannah 
Arendt,

or discuss Frantz Fanon and the 
political philosophy of Patrice Lumumba 
and Mahatma Gandhi.

These classes were not offered 
for university credit, but the level of 
instruction was intense, inspired by 
a Latin American model that equated 
education with political liberation.  In the 
U.S. that model was most successfully 
adopted by the Black Panther Party, 
which made political education an 
important component of its free breakfast 
program.  “Walls,” my friend Jill once 
said, “are conducive to learning, only 
if you’re learning about walls.”  And 
everywhere you looked in 1968, the walls 
were coming down.

“ The camera is the inexhaustible 
expropriator of image-weapon… a gun 
that can shoot 24 frames per second.” 
Fernando Solanas and Octavio Getino, 
“Towards a Third Cinema”

Within the art world, radical 
aesthetics was turning the very concept 
of art on its head.  “Behind the glitter 
of spectacular distractions,” French 
Situationist Guy Debord wrote, “a 

tendency toward banalization dominates modern society the world 
over.” In 1968, artists, musicians, filmmakers, writers, and dramatists 
made it their mission to smash banalization and to challenge the 
stranglehold that institutions had on art. Pop art drew on pop culture 
and challenged traditional ideas of what it meant to be an artist, as 
signed “original” silk screens by Andy Warhol were produced at the 
Factory by Gerard Malanga, or anyone really who happened to be 
around.  Conceptual art--the experiments of Yoko Ono or the musical 
chess of John Cage and Marcel Duchamps--challenged the premises 
of a modernism rooted in material culture (where you could buy 
canvases that seemed eternal). The appearance of new media and 
technology broadened the notion of “medium” itself, as did a turn 
toward site-specificity, landscape art, impermanence (the art could 
decay), and hybridization.  

In music, there were atonal scales and pieces that seemingly 
had no sound at all.  Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, Frank Zappa and the 
Mothers of Invention, the Beatles’ White Album, and the emergence 
of FM radio with its emphasis on alternative, long songs and its 
experiments with quadraphonic sound helped redefine rock. Street 
theater, guerilla theater, black box experiments all challenged 
accepted norms of commercial drama. In literature, William S. 
Burroughs continued to produce his cut-ups, collage novels that 
increasingly unearthed buried American subtexts.  The popularity of 
international art films led to the development of arthouse cinemas.  
Godard, Fellini, Bergman, the “New Japanese” film had a profound 
impact, as did documentaries by American practitioners Frederick 
Wiseman, D.A. Pennebaker and Haskell Wexler.  Shockingly violent 
films heralded the rise of a new Hollywood (Bonnie and Clyde, Straw 
Dogs, Easy Rider) and a vibrant new indie scene emerged around 
avant-garde cinema and genre films (George Romero’s Night of the 
Living Dead is the most striking example).

As art changed, so too did criticism. “Today is such a time when 
the project of interpretation is largely reactionary,” Susan Sontag 
wrote in 1966.  And by 1968 critics were taking some of her critical 
injunctions seriously, striving to find a critical language that captured 

Annea Lockwood will recreate her 1968 piece, Piano Burning, in Dunn 
Meadow on February 7th
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the charge that was in the air, capture it without altering it or homogenizing 
its message.  A revolutionary language for a revolutionary art world. The most 
radical art of the 1960s made audiences uncomfortable, sought to make audiences 
uncomfortable.  The Dutchman, a play by LeRoi Jones (later Amiri Baraka), for 
example, depicts a claustrophobic encounter between a Black man and a white 
woman on a New York subway car. The play ends with the Black man’s murder, 
as the subway riders (us) look on or look away. Written in 1964, the play was 
made into a film in 1967 and revived in off-Broadway and community theater 
productions in 1968 and 1969.  Edward Albee’s “Death of Bessie Smith” opened, 
and “Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf” hit the stage and later the multiplex like 
a sledge hammer. Doris Lessing’s 1962 The Golden Notebook and Sylvia Plath’s 
1965 Ariel were read by every 1968 feminist I knew. Shattering images. “There’s a 
stake in your fat black heart,” Plath wrote. “And the villagers never liked you…
Daddy, daddy, you bastard, I’m through.”  The paintings of Gerhard Richter, the 
films of Fernando Solanas and Jean-Luc Godard. It was a heady, exciting and 
distinctly challenging cultural landscape.  “It’s possible to hate half or two-thirds 
of what Godard does,” Pauline Kael wrote, “or find it incomprehensible—and still 
be shattered by his brilliance.” That could have been said about any number of 
cultural figures working in 1968.

Sous les pavés, la plage 
French Situationist Slogan, Mai 1968

Wounded Galaxies:1968—Beneath the Paving Stones, the Beach is a festival and 
symposium produced by the Burroughs Century Ltd, in conjunction with the 
IU Cinema and the Media School, welcoming scholars, archivists, filmmakers, 
performers and others interested in exploring the intellectual and aesthetic legacy 
of 1968, during its 50th anniversary year.  Programs focus on the events that 
occurred in Paris, Chicago, and Prague and examine their relationship to and 
resonance with current struggles in the U.S. and around the world. “I see the 1968 
festival as a natural outgrowth of our interest in Burroughs, and his connection 
with experimental and avant-garde practice in the late 20th century,” Charles 
Cannon, Chair of The Burroughs Century, says.  “Burroughs’ steady radicalization 
over the course of the late 1960s was due, in no small part, to his presence in 
Chicago during the 1968 Democratic National Convention – a deepening and 
strengthening of his own innate (and often inchoate) anarchist tendencies.  This 
festival offers us the opportunity to explore these topics from an international and 

There will be an exhibition of art at the iFell by Rikki Ducornet, the 
American writer and Surrealist painter who inspired Steely Dan’s 
Rikki Don’t Lose That Number 
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decay), and hybridization.  

In music, there were atonal scales and pieces that seemingly 
had no sound at all.  Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, Frank Zappa and the 
Mothers of Invention, the Beatles’ White Album, and the emergence 
of FM radio with its emphasis on alternative, long songs and its 
experiments with quadraphonic sound helped redefine rock. Street 
theater, guerilla theater, black box experiments all challenged 
accepted norms of commercial drama. In literature, William S. 
Burroughs continued to produce his cut-ups, collage novels that 
increasingly unearthed buried American subtexts.  The popularity of 
international art films led to the development of arthouse cinemas.  
Godard, Fellini, Bergman, the “New Japanese” film had a profound 
impact, as did documentaries by American practitioners Frederick 
Wiseman, D.A. Pennebaker and Haskell Wexler.  Shockingly violent 
films heralded the rise of a new Hollywood (Bonnie and Clyde, Straw 
Dogs, Easy Rider) and a vibrant new indie scene emerged around 
avant-garde cinema and genre films (George Romero’s Night of the 
Living Dead is the most striking example).

As art changed, so too did criticism. “Today is such a time when 
the project of interpretation is largely reactionary,” Susan Sontag 
wrote in 1966.  And by 1968 critics were taking some of her critical 
injunctions seriously, striving to find a critical language that captured 

Annea Lockwood will recreate her 1968 piece, Piano Burning, in Dunn 
Meadow on February 7th
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the charge that was in the air, capture it without altering it or homogenizing 
its message.  A revolutionary language for a revolutionary art world. The most 
radical art of the 1960s made audiences uncomfortable, sought to make audiences 
uncomfortable.  The Dutchman, a play by LeRoi Jones (later Amiri Baraka), for 
example, depicts a claustrophobic encounter between a Black man and a white 
woman on a New York subway car. The play ends with the Black man’s murder, 
as the subway riders (us) look on or look away. Written in 1964, the play was 
made into a film in 1967 and revived in off-Broadway and community theater 
productions in 1968 and 1969.  Edward Albee’s “Death of Bessie Smith” opened, 
and “Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf” hit the stage and later the multiplex like 
a sledge hammer. Doris Lessing’s 1962 The Golden Notebook and Sylvia Plath’s 
1965 Ariel were read by every 1968 feminist I knew. Shattering images. “There’s a 
stake in your fat black heart,” Plath wrote. “And the villagers never liked you…
Daddy, daddy, you bastard, I’m through.”  The paintings of Gerhard Richter, the 
films of Fernando Solanas and Jean-Luc Godard. It was a heady, exciting and 
distinctly challenging cultural landscape.  “It’s possible to hate half or two-thirds 
of what Godard does,” Pauline Kael wrote, “or find it incomprehensible—and still 
be shattered by his brilliance.” That could have been said about any number of 
cultural figures working in 1968.

Sous les pavés, la plage 
French Situationist Slogan, Mai 1968

Wounded Galaxies:1968—Beneath the Paving Stones, the Beach is a festival and 
symposium produced by the Burroughs Century Ltd, in conjunction with the 
IU Cinema and the Media School, welcoming scholars, archivists, filmmakers, 
performers and others interested in exploring the intellectual and aesthetic legacy 
of 1968, during its 50th anniversary year.  Programs focus on the events that 
occurred in Paris, Chicago, and Prague and examine their relationship to and 
resonance with current struggles in the U.S. and around the world. “I see the 1968 
festival as a natural outgrowth of our interest in Burroughs, and his connection 
with experimental and avant-garde practice in the late 20th century,” Charles 
Cannon, Chair of The Burroughs Century, says.  “Burroughs’ steady radicalization 
over the course of the late 1960s was due, in no small part, to his presence in 
Chicago during the 1968 Democratic National Convention – a deepening and 
strengthening of his own innate (and often inchoate) anarchist tendencies.  This 
festival offers us the opportunity to explore these topics from an international and 

There will be an exhibition of art at the iFell by Rikki Ducornet, the 
American writer and Surrealist painter who inspired Steely Dan’s 
Rikki Don’t Lose That Number 
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extremely local perspective.”
The Festival title, Wounded Galaxies, is in fact taken 

from the William S. Burroughs 1961 cut-up. sci-fi novel Soft 
Machine.  The festival subtitle is a translation of the French 
Situationist slogan Sous les pavés, la plage!, a popular resistance 
graffito in France’s Mai ’68. It refers to both the sand beneath 
the cobblestones that were pried up from the street to hurl at 
police. and to the Situationist conviction that the streets—the 
expression of capital and consumption—could be rediscovered 
and reclaimed 
by abandoning a 
regimented life.

The academic 
symposium will 
be held in the IU 
Cinema and the 
School of Global and 
International Studies.  
It will be hosted by 
The Media School, IU 
Libraries (including 
the Lilly and Moving 
Image Archive), 
Wounded Galaxies 
and the IU Cinema ,and will feature keynote addresses by 
renowned scholars Greil Marcus, McKenzie Wark and Annea 
Lockwood; special presentations by Mehdi El Hajoui, Julia 
Lesage, Ward Shelley, and two members of the United States 
Situationist International (Sherry Milner and Ernest Larsen).  
There will be 18 academic panels, running concurrently, with 
62 presenters 
(13 from IU; 
49 from other 
universities—).

In keeping 
with the ’68 
impetus to take 
the University 
to the streets, 
there will also be 
events in town, 
and many of the 
events on campus 
are free and open 
to the public. 
On Wednesday, 
February 7, 2018, 
for example, 
world renowned 
musician Annea 
Lockwood will 
recreate her 
1968 piece, Piano 
Burning, in Dunn 
Meadow.  The 
piece involves 
setting fire to a 
defunct piano, 
one that cannot 
be restored. 
Piano Burning strives to give voice to a dead piano, one final 
time—as the fire hits the sound box, the sonorous qualities of 
the piano burst forth.  The burning will take place in Dunn 
Meadow, starting around 5:30 (the entire performance lasts 

approximately 3 hours).  It is spectacularly beautiful and the sound 
is like nothing you’ve heard.  Piano Burning is free and open to the 
public.  Annea Lockwood will also be giving a free public arts lecture 
on Thursday February 8, 2018.

Two keynote addresses may also be of interest to the greater 
Bloomington Community.  On Thursday Feb 8, 2018, noted film 
critic J. Hoberman will be discussing 1968 and radical cinema, in 
conjunction with a film series that he is programming for the festival 
(see “The Dream Life” on page 16 of this issue).  The talk is currently 

scheduled for 5:30 p.m. at the 
IU Cinema.. It is free and open 
to the public. Friday, Feb 9, 
2018 noted critic and author, 
Greil Marcus will be speaking 
on 1968 and its legacy. Marcus 
is notable for producing 
scholarly and literary essays 
that place rock music in a 
broader framework of culture 
and politics than is customary 
in pop music journalism. 
In 1989 he published the 
influential Lipstick Traces, 
which traced a continuing 

avant-garde history and alternative history that extended from Dada 
to Surrealism to the Lettrist International, to the French Situationists, 
to punk music.  It is largely thanks to this book that writings on 
and about the French Situationists began to appear, and thus, that 
conferences like this one are able to take place. In the years following 
the publication of Lipstick Traces, Marcus continued working on 

the1960s, writing books 
on a new literary history, 
Bob Dylan, Elvis Presley, 
The Doors and prophecy 
in American culture.  
He straddles academia 
and serious popular 
cultural criticism in a 
way that will make him 
an attractive speaker 
both to IU faculty and 
students and to the 
larger Bloomington 
community.  His talk 
will be at 4 p.m at the IU 
Cinema and will be free 
and open to the public.

In addition there 
will be several events 
at clubs downtown.  
On Monday February 
5, 2018, we will kick 
off the festival with 
a birthday party for 
William S. Burroughs 
at the Blockhouse, 205 
S. College Ave, behind 
the Atlas and adjacent 
to the Backdoor. There 
will be a presentation 

of “Burroughsian” films by the Instant Gratification Film Festival, 
a screening of Frédéric Moffett’s film Jean Genet in Chicago (2006, 26 
minutes), spoken word and a musical performance by Bloomington-
based Urban Deer.  Cover charge and open to public.

“ WA L L S ,”  M Y  F R I E N D  J I L L 
O N C E  SA I D,  “A R E  CO N D U C I V E 
TO  L E A R N I N G ,  O N LY  I F  YO U ’ R E 
L E A R N I N G  A B O U T  WA L L S .”   A N D 
E V E RYW H E R E  YO U  LO O K E D  I N  1 9 6 8 , 
T H E  WA L L S  W E R E  CO M I N G  D OW N .

Students across the country went on strike in 1968, demanding what 
was then called a “relevant” education.  By “relevant,” we did not 
mean job skills and training. We meant an education that was less 
white, less patriarchal and more reflective of the world in which we 
actually lived.  Pictured above: San Francisco State University, Dec 3, 
1968. The student/faculty strike lasted 4 months.  
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Thursday, February 8, 2018 Chicago avant-jazz musician 
Ken Vandermark will take to the Bishop stage in what promises 
to be a fantastic show. Vandermark has been a fixture on the 
Chicago music scene since the 1990s, and has won critical claim 
for his multilayered compositions and virtuoso playing. He was 
awarded a 1999 MacArthur Fellowship, has been a member 
of many groups and has collaborated widely. He plays tenor 
saxophone, clarinet, bass clarinet and baritone sax.

Also on the bill that night is jazz experimental artist Dwight 
Frizzell and the Sound Art Collective, bringing their unique 
blend of improvisational jazz, electronic music and noise to 
Bloomington once again. Frizzell played at the Wounded 
Galaxies 2015 festival of experimental media and was an 
audience favorite. 10 p.m. cover. 123 S. Walnut.

Closing the festival Saturday, February 10, 2018, will be 
the Muttering Sickness.. They will present “The Whole World 
is Watching” at The Blockhouse (205 S. College). “The Whole 
World Is Watching” deals with an historical event (the 1968 
Democratic National Convention in Chicago) in a unique and 
creative manner by taking the firsthand accounts of Terry 
Southern, Jean Genet, and William S. Burroughs and presenting 
them as a performance. This show will engage the audience 
with provocative subject matter and confrontational aesthetics, 
and they will come away with increased understanding of those 
events in Chicago. 10 p.m. Cover.

There will be an exhibition of art by Rikki Ducornet, the 
American writer and Surrealist painter who inspired the Steely 
Dan song, Rikki Don’t Lose That Number (1974) at the iFell (415 
W. 4th Street). The opening will be Friday Jan 26 at 6 p.m and 
there will be a spoken word performance of Ducornet’s work, 
performed by local spoken word artists, Friday January 26, at 7 
p.m. Free and open to the public. An additional art exhibition by 
New York artist Ward Shelley will be up at the Wells Library on 
IU campus. Shelley will be speaking about his work, Wednesday 
February 7 at 3 p.m. Free and open to the public.

A special exhibit of rare Situationist materials, lent by private 
collector Mehdi El Hajoui, will be on display at the Lilly library, 
beginning January 8. There will also be films shown at the 
Monroe County Public Library and at the IU Campus Moving 
Image Archive screening room, located in the Wells library.  
These events are free and open to the public.  Finally there will be 
an afternoon of Ryder screenings, held at the Buskirk-Chumley, 
Sunday January 28.  This will be a ticketed event. 

For more information, check the Ryder website (TheRyder.
com)

Wounded Galaxies 1968: Beneath the Paving Stones, The Street 
offers a snapshot version of that year and seeks to open a 
conversation about the political significance of art and the ability 
of experimental art specifically to address compelling socio-
political issues, both past and present. As William S.  Burroughs 
said “cross wounded galaxies, we intersect.”

For updated listings. visit the Wounded Galaxies:1968 
website: http://mediaschool.indiana.edu/woundedgalaxies/

AUTHOR ATTRIBUTION
Joan Hawkins is a frequent contributor to The Ryder.   She 

is an Associate Professor of Cinema and Media Studies at the 
IU Media School.  She has written extensively on experimental 
and avant-garde cultures.  Her most recent book is Downtown 
Film and TV Culture 1975-2001 (Intellect Press, 2015).  She is a 
member of The Writers Guild at Bloomington and The Burroughs 
Century, and can frequently be heard on WFHB’s Interchange.
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extremely local perspective.”
The Festival title, Wounded Galaxies, is in fact taken 

from the William S. Burroughs 1961 cut-up. sci-fi novel Soft 
Machine.  The festival subtitle is a translation of the French 
Situationist slogan Sous les pavés, la plage!, a popular resistance 
graffito in France’s Mai ’68. It refers to both the sand beneath 
the cobblestones that were pried up from the street to hurl at 
police. and to the Situationist conviction that the streets—the 
expression of capital and consumption—could be rediscovered 
and reclaimed 
by abandoning a 
regimented life.

The academic 
symposium will 
be held in the IU 
Cinema and the 
School of Global and 
International Studies.  
It will be hosted by 
The Media School, IU 
Libraries (including 
the Lilly and Moving 
Image Archive), 
Wounded Galaxies 
and the IU Cinema ,and will feature keynote addresses by 
renowned scholars Greil Marcus, McKenzie Wark and Annea 
Lockwood; special presentations by Mehdi El Hajoui, Julia 
Lesage, Ward Shelley, and two members of the United States 
Situationist International (Sherry Milner and Ernest Larsen).  
There will be 18 academic panels, running concurrently, with 
62 presenters 
(13 from IU; 
49 from other 
universities—).

In keeping 
with the ’68 
impetus to take 
the University 
to the streets, 
there will also be 
events in town, 
and many of the 
events on campus 
are free and open 
to the public. 
On Wednesday, 
February 7, 2018, 
for example, 
world renowned 
musician Annea 
Lockwood will 
recreate her 
1968 piece, Piano 
Burning, in Dunn 
Meadow.  The 
piece involves 
setting fire to a 
defunct piano, 
one that cannot 
be restored. 
Piano Burning strives to give voice to a dead piano, one final 
time—as the fire hits the sound box, the sonorous qualities of 
the piano burst forth.  The burning will take place in Dunn 
Meadow, starting around 5:30 (the entire performance lasts 

approximately 3 hours).  It is spectacularly beautiful and the sound 
is like nothing you’ve heard.  Piano Burning is free and open to the 
public.  Annea Lockwood will also be giving a free public arts lecture 
on Thursday February 8, 2018.

Two keynote addresses may also be of interest to the greater 
Bloomington Community.  On Thursday Feb 8, 2018, noted film 
critic J. Hoberman will be discussing 1968 and radical cinema, in 
conjunction with a film series that he is programming for the festival 
(see “The Dream Life” on page 16 of this issue).  The talk is currently 

scheduled for 5:30 p.m. at the 
IU Cinema.. It is free and open 
to the public. Friday, Feb 9, 
2018 noted critic and author, 
Greil Marcus will be speaking 
on 1968 and its legacy. Marcus 
is notable for producing 
scholarly and literary essays 
that place rock music in a 
broader framework of culture 
and politics than is customary 
in pop music journalism. 
In 1989 he published the 
influential Lipstick Traces, 
which traced a continuing 

avant-garde history and alternative history that extended from Dada 
to Surrealism to the Lettrist International, to the French Situationists, 
to punk music.  It is largely thanks to this book that writings on 
and about the French Situationists began to appear, and thus, that 
conferences like this one are able to take place. In the years following 
the publication of Lipstick Traces, Marcus continued working on 

the1960s, writing books 
on a new literary history, 
Bob Dylan, Elvis Presley, 
The Doors and prophecy 
in American culture.  
He straddles academia 
and serious popular 
cultural criticism in a 
way that will make him 
an attractive speaker 
both to IU faculty and 
students and to the 
larger Bloomington 
community.  His talk 
will be at 4 p.m at the IU 
Cinema and will be free 
and open to the public.

In addition there 
will be several events 
at clubs downtown.  
On Monday February 
5, 2018, we will kick 
off the festival with 
a birthday party for 
William S. Burroughs 
at the Blockhouse, 205 
S. College Ave, behind 
the Atlas and adjacent 
to the Backdoor. There 
will be a presentation 

of “Burroughsian” films by the Instant Gratification Film Festival, 
a screening of Frédéric Moffett’s film Jean Genet in Chicago (2006, 26 
minutes), spoken word and a musical performance by Bloomington-
based Urban Deer.  Cover charge and open to public.

“ WA L L S ,”  M Y  F R I E N D  J I L L 
O N C E  SA I D,  “A R E  CO N D U C I V E 
TO  L E A R N I N G ,  O N LY  I F  YO U ’ R E 
L E A R N I N G  A B O U T  WA L L S .”   A N D 
E V E RYW H E R E  YO U  LO O K E D  I N  1 9 6 8 , 
T H E  WA L L S  W E R E  CO M I N G  D OW N .

Students across the country went on strike in 1968, demanding what 
was then called a “relevant” education.  By “relevant,” we did not 
mean job skills and training. We meant an education that was less 
white, less patriarchal and more reflective of the world in which we 
actually lived.  Pictured above: San Francisco State University, Dec 3, 
1968. The student/faculty strike lasted 4 months.  
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Thursday, February 8, 2018 Chicago avant-jazz musician 
Ken Vandermark will take to the Bishop stage in what promises 
to be a fantastic show. Vandermark has been a fixture on the 
Chicago music scene since the 1990s, and has won critical claim 
for his multilayered compositions and virtuoso playing. He was 
awarded a 1999 MacArthur Fellowship, has been a member 
of many groups and has collaborated widely. He plays tenor 
saxophone, clarinet, bass clarinet and baritone sax.

Also on the bill that night is jazz experimental artist Dwight 
Frizzell and the Sound Art Collective, bringing their unique 
blend of improvisational jazz, electronic music and noise to 
Bloomington once again. Frizzell played at the Wounded 
Galaxies 2015 festival of experimental media and was an 
audience favorite. 10 p.m. cover. 123 S. Walnut.

Closing the festival Saturday, February 10, 2018, will be 
the Muttering Sickness.. They will present “The Whole World 
is Watching” at The Blockhouse (205 S. College). “The Whole 
World Is Watching” deals with an historical event (the 1968 
Democratic National Convention in Chicago) in a unique and 
creative manner by taking the firsthand accounts of Terry 
Southern, Jean Genet, and William S. Burroughs and presenting 
them as a performance. This show will engage the audience 
with provocative subject matter and confrontational aesthetics, 
and they will come away with increased understanding of those 
events in Chicago. 10 p.m. Cover.

There will be an exhibition of art by Rikki Ducornet, the 
American writer and Surrealist painter who inspired the Steely 
Dan song, Rikki Don’t Lose That Number (1974) at the iFell (415 
W. 4th Street). The opening will be Friday Jan 26 at 6 p.m and 
there will be a spoken word performance of Ducornet’s work, 
performed by local spoken word artists, Friday January 26, at 7 
p.m. Free and open to the public. An additional art exhibition by 
New York artist Ward Shelley will be up at the Wells Library on 
IU campus. Shelley will be speaking about his work, Wednesday 
February 7 at 3 p.m. Free and open to the public.

A special exhibit of rare Situationist materials, lent by private 
collector Mehdi El Hajoui, will be on display at the Lilly library, 
beginning January 8. There will also be films shown at the 
Monroe County Public Library and at the IU Campus Moving 
Image Archive screening room, located in the Wells library.  
These events are free and open to the public.  Finally there will be 
an afternoon of Ryder screenings, held at the Buskirk-Chumley, 
Sunday January 28.  This will be a ticketed event. 

For more information, check the Ryder website (TheRyder.
com)

Wounded Galaxies 1968: Beneath the Paving Stones, The Street 
offers a snapshot version of that year and seeks to open a 
conversation about the political significance of art and the ability 
of experimental art specifically to address compelling socio-
political issues, both past and present. As William S.  Burroughs 
said “cross wounded galaxies, we intersect.”

For updated listings. visit the Wounded Galaxies:1968 
website: http://mediaschool.indiana.edu/woundedgalaxies/

AUTHOR ATTRIBUTION
Joan Hawkins is a frequent contributor to The Ryder.   She 

is an Associate Professor of Cinema and Media Studies at the 
IU Media School.  She has written extensively on experimental 
and avant-garde cultures.  Her most recent book is Downtown 
Film and TV Culture 1975-2001 (Intellect Press, 2015).  She is a 
member of The Writers Guild at Bloomington and The Burroughs 
Century, and can frequently be heard on WFHB’s Interchange.
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event horizon

F R I D AY,  J A N U A R Y  5 T H      
• 3 Kings; Player’s Pub; 5pm; free
• Flannel 90s; The Bluebird; 9pm; 

$5
• Wonder Film Screening; Brown 

County Playhouse; 7pm
• S AT U R D AY,  J A N U A R Y  6 T H
• Honky Tonk w/The Blue Diesel 

Ramblers; Player’s Pub; 5pm; free
• Martinie’s Boogie Three w/

Reverend Robert and Washboard 
Shorty; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $5

• Hairbangers Ball; The Bluebird; 
9pm; $8

• Wonder Film Screening; Brown 
County Playhouse; 4 & 7pm

• The Queer Cabaret; The Back 
Door; 11pm

• S U N D AY,  J A N U A R Y  7 T H
• Wonder Film Screening; Brown 

County Playhouse; 4 & 7pm
• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
• M O N D AY,  J A N U A R Y  8 T H
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s 

Place; 8pm
• T U E S D AY,  J A N U A R Y  9 T H
• Blues Jam w/Cliff  & The 

Guardrails; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2

• Songwriter’s Showcase; Bear’s 
Place; 8pm

• Drink N’ Draw; The Back 
Door; 8pm

• WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 10TH
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm; free
• GPSG Talks; Bear’s Place; 

6:30pm
• Boy Band Review; The Bluebird; 

10pm; $5
• Open Stage; The Back Door; 

11pm
• THURSDAY, JANUARY 11TH
• Spoken Word Series; Player’s 

Pub; 6pm; $5
• Stewart Huff ; The Comedy Attic; 

8pm; various prices
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Fat Pockets; The Bluebird; 10pm; $3
• F R I D AY,  J A N U A R Y  1 2 T H   
• IU Jazz Studies Audition 

Weekend Jam; Player’s Pub; 
5pm; free

• Nick Dittmeier & the Sawdusters 
w/Jeremy Pinnell; Player’s Pub; 
8pm; $10

• Stewart Huff ; The Comedy Attic; 
8 & 10:30pm; various prices

• Poetry Slam; The Bishop; 9pm; $5
• Saved by the 90s; The Bluebird; 

9pm; $8
• Suavamente: A Benefi t for 

Puerto Rico; The Back Door; 
10pm

• Latinx Dance Party w/DJ 
Goodpeoples; The Back Door; 
11:59pm

• SATURDAY, JANUARY 13TH
• Wreak Havok; Player’s Pub; 

5pm; free
• The Dynamics; Player’s Pub; 

8:30pm
• Stewart Huff ; The Comedy Attic; 

8 & 10:30pm; various prices
• Huckleberry Funk w/Jukebox 

Luke & The Juice Caboose; The 
Bluebird; 9pm; $5

• The Queer Cabaret; The Back 
Door; 11pm

• S U N D AY,  J A N U A R Y  1 4 T H
• Wild & Scenic Film Festival; 

Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 
5:30pm; $15-$25

• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
• M O N D AY,  J A N U A R Y  1 5 T H
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm
• Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 

Birthday Celebration; Buskirk-
Chumley Theater; 6pm; free

• T U E S D AY,  J A N U A R Y  1 6 T H
• W. Kamau Bell; The Comedy 

Attic; 8pm; $20
• Weekly Blues Jam w/King Bee 

& The Stingers; Player’s Pub; 
8pm; $2

• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s 
Place; 8pm

• Drink N’ Draw; The Back Door; 
8pm

• WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 17TH
• Jason & Ginger w/Andrew 

Behringer; Player’s Pub; 6pm; $5
• Jukebox Luke & The Juice 

Caboose; The Bluebird; 10pm; $5
• Open Stage; The Back Door; 

11pm
• THURSDAY, JANUARY 18TH
• Tilford Sellers; Player’s Pub; 

6pm; $5
• Todd Glass; The Comedy Attic; 

8pm; various prices
• Professional Remains w/Giraff e 

House; 9:30pm; $5
• Dave Stryker Organ Quartet; 

Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• WTTS Presents: The Original 

Wailers; The Bluebird; 8pm; $20 
advance tickets

• Adore Delano; The Back Door; 
9pm

• F R I D AY,  J A N U A R Y  1 9 T H
• The PBJs; Player’s Pub; 5pm; 

free
• 8 Track Mind; Player’s Pub; 

8pm; $5
• Todd Glass; The Comedy Attic; 8 

& 10:30pm; various prices
• GPSG Reservation; Bear’s Place; 

7pm
• Rod Tuff curls & The Benchpress; 

The Bluebird; 9pm; $8
• Rhonda Vincent; Buskirk-

Chumley Theater; 8pm; various 
prices

• F*ck Yeah Friday; The Back 
Door; 10:30pm

• SATURDAY, JANUARY 20TH
• Kade Puckett; Player’s Pub; 

5pm; free
• Sheila Stephens & The Rodeo 

Monkeys; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $5
• Todd Glass; The Comedy Attic; 8 

& 10:30pm; various prices
• Hyryder-Grateful Dead Tribute; 

The Bluebird; 9pm; $10
• Petar & Daniel Guitar Duo; Brown 

County Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Bill & Ted’s Burlesque 

Adventure; The Back Door; 
10pm

• S U N D AY,  J A N U A R Y  2 1 S T
• Rock 4 Refugees; Player’s Pub; 

8pm
• Thompson Square; Buskirk-

Chumley Theater; 8pm; various 
prices

• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm

W. Kamau Bell; 1/16; � e Comedy Attic; 8pm; $20  Corey Smith; 2/10; � e Bluebird; 9pm; 
$15 advance tickets
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M O N D AY,  J A N U A R Y  2 2 N D
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm
• T U E S D AY,  J A N U A R Y  2 3 R D
• Weekly Blues Jam w/WhistleBit; 

Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s 

Place; 8pm
• Minnesota Orchestra; IU 

Auditorium; 8pm; various prices
• Drink N’ Draw; The Back Door; 

8pm
• WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24TH
• Open Stage; The Back Door; 

11pm
• THURSDAY, JANUARY 25TH
• Winspear Review 2018 feat. Amy 

O., Duncan Kissinger, Kevin 
Krauter, and Major Murphy; The 
Bishop; 9:30pm; $10

• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Pride Film Festival; Buskirk-

Chumley Theater; go to 
buskirkchumley.org for more 
info

• F R I D AY,  J A N U A R Y  2 6 T H
• Garden of Joy; Player’s Pub; 

5pm; $5
• 45 Drive; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $5
• Jimmy Pardo; The Comedy 

Attic; 8 & 10:30pm; various 
prices

• The Cadillac Three; The 
Bluebird; 8pm; $20

• Pride Film Festival; Buskirk-
Chumley Theater; go to 
buskirkchumley.org for more 

info
• SATURDAY, JANUARY 27TH
• Hank Williams Tribute Show 

feat. Blue Diesel Ramblers; 
Player’s Pub; 8pm

• Jimmy Pardo; The Comedy 
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm; various 
prices

• Reece Phillips; The Bluebird; 
9pm; $5

• Pride Film Festival; Buskirk-
Chumley Theater; go to 
buskirkchumley.org for more 
info

• Blue Hawaii Ukulele Play-A-
Long; Brown County Playhouse; 
2pm

• S U N D AY,  J A N U A R Y  2 8 T H
• Never Not Funny Podcast taping 

w/Jimmy Pardo; The Comedy 
Attic; 2pm; $20 (Save $$ with 
a combo ticket if you attend a 
show on 1/26 or 1/27)

• Head feat. the Monkees & The 
Great Silence; Buskirk-Chumley 
Theater; 2:30 & 5pm

• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
• M O N D AY,  J A N U A R Y  2 9 T H
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm
• T U E S D AY,  J A N U A R Y  3 0 T H
• Weekly Blues Jam w/O2R Blues 

Band; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s 

Place; 8pm
• Drink N’ Draw; The Back Door; 

8pm

• WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31ST
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm; 

free
• Science Café; Bear’s Place; 

6:30pm
• The Sound of Music; IU 

Auditorium; 8pm; various prices
• Open Stage; The Back Door; 

11pm
• THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1ST
• Mat Alano; The Comedy Attic; 

8pm; various prices
• Cam Monroe, Kacie Swierk, 

Boyhood Bravery; The Bishop; 
9:30pm; $5

• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• The Sound of Music; IU 

Auditorium; 8pm; various prices
• Free HIV, Gonorrhea, Chlamydia 

Testing; The Back Door; 7-10pm
• F R I D AY,  F E B R U A R Y  2 N D
• IU Jazz Studies Audition 

Weekend Jam; Player’s Pub; 
5pm; free

• Operation Friendship; Player’s 
Pub; 8pm; 

• Mat Alano; The Comedy Attic; 8 
& 10:30pm; various prices

• Poetry Slam; The Bishop; 9pm; 
$5

• Tyler Farr; The Bluebird; 8pm; 
$20 advance ticket

• SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3RD
• World Music Night feat. Salaam; 

Player’s Pub; 8pm; $6
• Mat Alano; The Comedy Attic; 8 

& 10:30pm; various prices
• Steamboat Bill Jr. –Screening 

w/Live Orchestra; Buskirk-
Chumley Theater; 7pm; 
donations welcome

• S U N D AY,  F E B R U A R Y  4 T H
• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
• M O N D AY,  F E B R U A R Y  5 T H
• Jen Lekman; The Bishop; 9pm; 

$20
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm
• T U E S D AY,  F E B R U A R Y  6 T H
• Weekly Blues Jam w/Jack 

Whittle Band; Player’s Pub; 
8pm; $2

• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s 
Place; 8pm

• Drink N’ Draw; The Back Door; 
8pm

• WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7TH
• GPSG Talks; Bear’s Place; 

6:30pm
• Open Stage; The Back Door; 

11pm
• THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8TH
• Spoken Word Series; Player’s 

Pub; 6pm; $5

• Matt Braunger; The Comedy 
Attic; 8pm; various prices

• Adult Mom, Chris Farren; The 
Bishop; 9:30pm; $10-12

• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• WTTS Presents: Moon Taxi; The 

Bluebird; 8pm; $20
• F R I D AY,  F E B R U A R Y  9 T H
• Matt Braunger; The Comedy 

Attic; 8 & 10:30pm; various 
prices

• John Raymond Jazz Ensemble; 
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 8pm; 
free

• SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10TH
• Corey Smith; The Bluebird; 9pm; 

$15 advance tickets
• The UkeTones; Player’s Pub; 

5pm; free
• Matt Braunger; The Comedy 

Attic; 8 & 10:30pm; various 
prices

• It Takes 2: Great Love Duets w/
Jenn Cristy & Company; Brown 
County Playhouse; 7:30pm

• S U N D AY,  F E B R U A R Y  1 1 T H
• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
• M O N D AY,  F E B R U A R Y  1 2 T H
• Jason Ricci & The Bad Kind; 

Player’s Pub; 6pm; $15
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm
• TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 13TH
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s 

Place; 8pm
• Drink N’ Draw; The Back Door; 

8pm
• WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14TH
• Singin’ in the Rain – Screening; 

Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 
7:30pm; $7

• Dirty Dancing Film Screening; 
Brown County Playhouse; 7pm

• Open Stage; The Back Door; 
11pm

• THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15TH
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• State of the City Address; 

Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7pm; 
free

• F R I D AY,  F E B R U A R Y  1 6 T H
• Gin Blossoms; Buskirk-Chumley 

Theater; 8pm; various prices
• Ya Never Know; Player’s Pub; 

5pm; free
• CounterPoint; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Reservation; Bear’s Place; 

9:30pm

Gin Blossoms; 2/16; Buskirk-Chumley � eater; 8pm; various prices
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THROUGH 
THE

Noted Film Critic 
J Hoberman 

Curates 1968

By Joan Hawkins

In 1968 the Cannes Film Festival did not take place.  
It was “interrupted” the Festival organizers said, by the 
“actualité politique,” the “political reality” we now call 
Mai 1968, a revolution that effectively shut most French 
municipalities off from the rest of country.  For a solid month 
very few goods came into Paris or left it, as first students and 
then workers called for a general strike designed to force 
President DeGaulle out of office.  They succeeded, after a 
fashion. DeGaulle called for a referendum, asking the French 
people to approve his policies, particularly his foreign 
policy.  He lost the vote and a new government was created, 
headed by Georges Pompidou, DeGaulle’s Vice-President. 
Or, as the rioting 
students would have 
it, DeGaulle Lite.  
Classic cooption.  

In the meantime, 
politics continued to 
rock the French film 
community.  Henri 
Langlois, head of 
the Cinémathèque  
Française was fired 
by the Minister of 
Culture, because 
of the role he had 
played in the Cannes 
Festival cancellation.  
The news spread 
like wildfire through 
Paris, And in a night 

of violent rioting at the Cinémathèque itself, first Jean Luc Godard 
and then Francois Truffaut handcuffed themselves to the gates, in a 
vain attempt to prevent Langlois’ removal. Other filmmakers broke 
into the Cinémathèque itself and tried to remove film cannisters. 
They did not trust the Minister of Culture to preserve what they 
called the Seventh Art, they said.

On the other side of the Atlantic, things were scarcely calmer. 
In the United States, the Academy Awards were postponed for two 
days because of the assassination of Martin Luther King Junior. Or 
to put it more bluntly, because of the civil unrest that followed in 
the wake of MLK’s death. On April 10, the Awards Ceremony did 
take place, despite the “political reality” – the uprising-- that was 

rocking this nation. And 
the nominations for best 
picture reflected the schizzy 
cultural climate of the era, 
as In the Heat of the Night 
(Norman Jewison), The 
Graduate (Mike Nichols), 
Guess Who’s Coming to 
Dinner (Stanley Kramer), 
and Bonnie and Clyde 
(Arthur Penn) squared 
off against Doctor Doolittle 
(Richard Fleischer).

2018 will mark the 
50th anniversary of the 
tumultuous international 
events that became “1968.”

And Bloomington will 
mark that anniversary with Night of the Living Dead

half page text guideline

Wounded Galaxies: 1968, Beneath the Paving 
Stones, the Street, an academic symposium 
and festival of arts that will be held both on 
campus and within the community itself (See 
Wounded Galaxies this issue) February 5-11, 
2018.  One of the festival highlights will be 
a film series specially curated by noted film 
critic J Hoberman scheduled to be screened 
at the IU Cinema Thursday February 8, 2018- 
Sunday February 11, 2018, 

For Wounded Galaxies, Hoberman has 
selected 10 films that he says represent the 
chaos of 1968  “through the surprisingly 
widespread reinvention of the film form.”  
The series kicks off on Thursday, February 
8 with a new 4K restoration of George 
Romero’s 1968 zombie classic, Night of the 
Living Dead. Shot in and around Pittsburgh 
on a shoestring celluloid budget of $100,000, 
Night of the Living Dead is frequently read 
as an allegory for America during the 
time of the Vietnam War- the war coming 
home, as it were.  But it’s also one of the 
most remarkable films about race made 
during a decade when Guess Who’s Coming 
to Dinner  (Stanley Kramer, 1967) was 
considered provocative.  In the Living Dead 
race is mapped onto patriarchal struggle, 
as the Black protagonist Ben (Duane Jones) 
and white antagonist Harry Cooper  (Karl 
Hardman) duke it out for control of supplies 
and alpha male status.  At the end of the 
film, Ben is the one who survives the zombie 
apocapypse—the final man, as it were. 
But 1968 racial politics didn’t allow for too 
many violent Black heroes and in a shocking 
reversal, Ben is punished for being uppity.  

Night of the Living Dead is paired with 
America a.k.a. Amerika (Newsreel, 1969), a 
short that, Hoberman says, “annotates Eve 
of Destruction as anti-war teenagers and 
African American militants talk tough and 
battle the police, at times to a rock ‘n’ roll 
beat.”

On Friday February 9, the Wounded 
Galaxies series continues with two 
international films: Jules Dassin’s Uptight 
(1968) and Agnes Varda’s Black Panthers 
(1969). Dassin was an American director 
who went to England after being blacklisted 
during the McCarthy era.  We don’t talk 
so much about the Blacklist now, but in 
1968—when my high school counselor had 
piles of John Birch Society literature on the 
table outside his door—the Blacklist (and 
the whole McCarthy era) was an important 
historical antecedent; a tangible example 
of what the government was capable of 
doing to its citizens. So Dassin’s status as 
a blacklisted director who left the country 
and then returned to make this film already 
invokes what Hoberman calls “the era’s 
strange brew.” Telling the story of a Black-
Panther like revolutionary cadre, Uptight 
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THROUGH 
THE

Noted Film Critic 
J Hoberman 

Curates 1968

By Joan Hawkins

In 1968 the Cannes Film Festival did not take place.  
It was “interrupted” the Festival organizers said, by the 
“actualité politique,” the “political reality” we now call 
Mai 1968, a revolution that effectively shut most French 
municipalities off from the rest of country.  For a solid month 
very few goods came into Paris or left it, as first students and 
then workers called for a general strike designed to force 
President DeGaulle out of office.  They succeeded, after a 
fashion. DeGaulle called for a referendum, asking the French 
people to approve his policies, particularly his foreign 
policy.  He lost the vote and a new government was created, 
headed by Georges Pompidou, DeGaulle’s Vice-President. 
Or, as the rioting 
students would have 
it, DeGaulle Lite.  
Classic cooption.  

In the meantime, 
politics continued to 
rock the French film 
community.  Henri 
Langlois, head of 
the Cinémathèque  
Française was fired 
by the Minister of 
Culture, because 
of the role he had 
played in the Cannes 
Festival cancellation.  
The news spread 
like wildfire through 
Paris, And in a night 

of violent rioting at the Cinémathèque itself, first Jean Luc Godard 
and then Francois Truffaut handcuffed themselves to the gates, in a 
vain attempt to prevent Langlois’ removal. Other filmmakers broke 
into the Cinémathèque itself and tried to remove film cannisters. 
They did not trust the Minister of Culture to preserve what they 
called the Seventh Art, they said.

On the other side of the Atlantic, things were scarcely calmer. 
In the United States, the Academy Awards were postponed for two 
days because of the assassination of Martin Luther King Junior. Or 
to put it more bluntly, because of the civil unrest that followed in 
the wake of MLK’s death. On April 10, the Awards Ceremony did 
take place, despite the “political reality” – the uprising-- that was 

rocking this nation. And 
the nominations for best 
picture reflected the schizzy 
cultural climate of the era, 
as In the Heat of the Night 
(Norman Jewison), The 
Graduate (Mike Nichols), 
Guess Who’s Coming to 
Dinner (Stanley Kramer), 
and Bonnie and Clyde 
(Arthur Penn) squared 
off against Doctor Doolittle 
(Richard Fleischer).

2018 will mark the 
50th anniversary of the 
tumultuous international 
events that became “1968.”

And Bloomington will 
mark that anniversary with Night of the Living Dead
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Wounded Galaxies: 1968, Beneath the Paving 
Stones, the Street, an academic symposium 
and festival of arts that will be held both on 
campus and within the community itself (See 
Wounded Galaxies this issue) February 5-11, 
2018.  One of the festival highlights will be 
a film series specially curated by noted film 
critic J Hoberman scheduled to be screened 
at the IU Cinema Thursday February 8, 2018- 
Sunday February 11, 2018, 

For Wounded Galaxies, Hoberman has 
selected 10 films that he says represent the 
chaos of 1968  “through the surprisingly 
widespread reinvention of the film form.”  
The series kicks off on Thursday, February 
8 with a new 4K restoration of George 
Romero’s 1968 zombie classic, Night of the 
Living Dead. Shot in and around Pittsburgh 
on a shoestring celluloid budget of $100,000, 
Night of the Living Dead is frequently read 
as an allegory for America during the 
time of the Vietnam War- the war coming 
home, as it were.  But it’s also one of the 
most remarkable films about race made 
during a decade when Guess Who’s Coming 
to Dinner  (Stanley Kramer, 1967) was 
considered provocative.  In the Living Dead 
race is mapped onto patriarchal struggle, 
as the Black protagonist Ben (Duane Jones) 
and white antagonist Harry Cooper  (Karl 
Hardman) duke it out for control of supplies 
and alpha male status.  At the end of the 
film, Ben is the one who survives the zombie 
apocapypse—the final man, as it were. 
But 1968 racial politics didn’t allow for too 
many violent Black heroes and in a shocking 
reversal, Ben is punished for being uppity.  

Night of the Living Dead is paired with 
America a.k.a. Amerika (Newsreel, 1969), a 
short that, Hoberman says, “annotates Eve 
of Destruction as anti-war teenagers and 
African American militants talk tough and 
battle the police, at times to a rock ‘n’ roll 
beat.”

On Friday February 9, the Wounded 
Galaxies series continues with two 
international films: Jules Dassin’s Uptight 
(1968) and Agnes Varda’s Black Panthers 
(1969). Dassin was an American director 
who went to England after being blacklisted 
during the McCarthy era.  We don’t talk 
so much about the Blacklist now, but in 
1968—when my high school counselor had 
piles of John Birch Society literature on the 
table outside his door—the Blacklist (and 
the whole McCarthy era) was an important 
historical antecedent; a tangible example 
of what the government was capable of 
doing to its citizens. So Dassin’s status as 
a blacklisted director who left the country 
and then returned to make this film already 
invokes what Hoberman calls “the era’s 
strange brew.” Telling the story of a Black-
Panther like revolutionary cadre, Uptight 
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was shot on location in Cleveland, with a mainly Black cast. 
“What happens to a dream deferred?” Langston Hughes 
famously asked. The final apocalyptic half hour of this film 
provides one possible answer.

Uptight is paired with Agnes Varda’s Black Panthers 
(1969), a 28 minute documentary about the Black Panther 
Party for Self Defense, shot during one summer in Oakland. 
“The film captures the complexity of the Party, with its 
blend of personal, domestic and international politics,” 
writes Beth Mauldin for Senses of Cinema. “Varda’s camera 
focuses on the energy of crowds – particularly the young 
children – clapping and dancing as the singer sings, “We 
didn’t come here on our free will/Our people was sold…. 
The truth about the whole thing, children, never been told.” 
Varda, in an off-screen voiceover, explains to her French 
audience: “This is neither a picnic nor a party in Oakland. 
It’s a political rally organized by the Black Panthers – black 
activists who are getting ready for the revolution.” This 
program is co-sponsored by the Black Film Center/Archive.

Saturday February 10 features one of the 
most interesting film pairings of the series.  In a 
program called “Magical Thinking,” Hoberman 
has paired Jean-Luc Godard’s Maoist classic, La 
Chinoise with Kenneth Anger’s trippy homage to 
Magick, Invocation of My Demon Brother (1969).  
Invocation was filmed in San Francisco at the 
Straight Theater on Haight Street and the William 
Westerfeld House (the former Russian Embassy).  
Starring Anton LaVey, the then-leader of the West 
Coast Satanic Church, as his Satanic Majesty, and 
Bobby Beausoleil, who later hooked up with the 
Manson Family, as Lucifer, the film uses color, 
strobe, and filmed sequences from a Satanic 
funeral to cast what Anger hoped would be a real 
spell. Music composed by Mick Jagger—who has 
a cameo in the film-- using a Moog Synthesizer.  
La Chinoise is one of Godard’s most pointedly 
polemical and most beautiful films. Here, five 
young Maoists occupy a spacious Paris apartment 
left vacant for the summer by its bourgeois 
owners.  They then argue their way toward an 
act of political terror.  “There’s a cineaste myth,” 

Hoberman says, “that La Chinoise, which opened in New York on 
April 3, 1968, inspired the Columbia students who, three weeks 
later, began occupying campus buildings.”  I didn’t see the film 
until 1973, when I was living in Sweden.  At that remove, the film 
seemed less a preview of the revolution to come than a eulogy for 
the revolution that never took place.  It features some of Godard’s 
best color work, and even Pauline Kael—who could be snarky 
about JLG—wrote glowing reviews.

A Sunday matinee bill, provocatively named “Liberated 
Women,” pairs Kusama Self-Obliteration  by Jud Yalkut (1967) with 
Vera Chytilovå’s Daisies (1966). Daisies is a milestone of the Nová 
Vina movement that blossomed just before Prague Spring.  This 
funny, satirical and very innovative film was made with State 
money and then banned in Czechoslovakia for “depicting the 
wanton.”  It’s a New Wave farce that, as Hoberman says, “looks 
better every year.”  In fact, he says, “it’s remarkable this feminist 
Duck Soup buddy film, an expression of pure anti-social revolt, isn’t 
as well-known as, for example, Bonnie and Clyde—It’s more fun and 
arguably more transgressive.”

J Hoberman is a noted film critic and scholar.  As an 
undergraduate, he studied with prominent experimental 
filmmaker Ken Jacobs at the State University of New York, 
Binghamton, and Jacobs had a profound influence on 
Hoberman’s developing aesthetic. He received his M.F.A. 
from Columbia University, where he first met Andrew 
Sarris.  He began publishing film reviews in 1977, with a 
piece on David Lynch’s quirky feature-debut, Eraserhead.  
“Lynch’s creative method derived from his practice as a 
painter,” Hoberman wrote in what is still a remarkable piece 
of criticism. “It was a matter of collecting and accumulating 
things…so the script took on shape not so much in terms 
of plot as in terms of textures.”  He continued writing film 
reviews for The Village Voice throughout the 1970s and 
became a full-time staff writer in 1983.  It was a heady 
time both in terms of politics and of cultural production.  
“You were making the counterculture and reporting on 
the counterculture simultaneously” writer Laurie Stone 

says about that period at the Voice.  Hoberman was the senior film 
critic at the Voice from 1988-2012, writing some of the most cogent 
criticism on No-Wave and Punk cinema, as well as emerging trends 
in both popular and experimental film.  He always situated his 
criticism within an historical context, incredibly helpful in the era of 
video culture, because we could go back and see the older films he 
referenced as part of his contemporary critiques.

In 2012, the Voice fired Hoberman in a move to cut costs.  Since 
that time, he has continued to teach at Cooper Union and has been 
writing film and DVD reviews for 
Artforum, Blouinfo, Filmcomment, The 
Guardian, The New York Review of 
Books, The New York Times and The 
Virginia Quarterly Review.  He has 
published several important books 
on cinema, including The Dream 
Life: Movies, Media and the Mythology 
of the Sixties, a book many critics 
(including this writer) consider to be 
the best print cultural history of  
the decade.

A scene from Uptight! Filmed as if through a funhouse mirror

J HOBERMAN
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Paired with Daisies, Kusama Self-
Obliteration documents one of Japanese 
artist Yayoi Kusama’s “body festivals.”  In 
1968, Kusama rivaled Andy Warhol for 
tabloid notoriety, as the press described 
her “festivals” as “orgiastic.”  Or at least as 
“orgiastic” as you could be in a public park. 
The film was made by underground director 
Jud Yalkut, who depicts the merging of 
flesh and identities into one whole through 
the masterful use of dissolves, with no 
discernible individual units

The series concludes with two Head 
films: Otto Preminger’s Skiddoo (1968) and 
Bruce Conner’s Looking for Mushrooms (1967).  
Director Otto Preminger ( Laura, 1944; The 
Man with the Golden Arm, 1955; Bunny Lake 
is Missing 1965) dropped acid with Timothy 
Leary in preparation for making Skiddoo, 
an trip-inspired musical comedy about 
intergenrational strife.  “It was rejected even 
more violently than Salò (Pasolini 1975) 
on its initial release,” Hoberman says, but 
gained a second life “as a midnight feature—
particularly in the San Francisco Bay Area.”  
Carol Channing and Jackie Gleason play the 
parents of a wayward teenybopper, Groucho 
Marx plays God.  Timothy Leary also 
figures in Looking for Mushrooms,  a 3 minute 
film about pixelated hunt for psilocybin 
mushrooms in rural Mexico.  Scored to the 
Beatles’ Tomorrow Never Knows.

J Hoberman will be on hand to 
introduce the screenings Thursday, Friday, 
and Saturday evenings.

Advance tickets will go on sale January 
7, and can be purchased online or in person 
at the Indiana University Auditorium box 
office during regular business hours, or in 
person at the IU Cinema 30 minutes before 
the show starts.  

Hoberman will also give a Jorgensen 
lecture at the IU Cinema on Thursday Feb 8, 
2018.  The talk is free and open to the public.

The cinema is located at 1213 E. 7th St., 
adjacent to the Wells-Metz and Ruth Halls 
theaters, and behind the IU Auditorium 
(look for the statue of Hoagy Carmichael)

Parking is available near the IU Cinema 
at the Jordan Avenue Garage (the top level 
is open to all visitors). If you have an IU 
parking pass, you can park at surface lots 
near the IU Auditorium during the week 
after 5 p.m. Parking for everyone is free on 
weekends.

For more information on this series and 
the other films being shown in conjunction 
with Wounded Galaxies: 1968: Sous les pavés 
la plage, please see the Wounded Galaxies 
website http://mediaschool.indiana.edu/
woundedgalaxies/ or the website of the IU 
Cinema. http://www.cinema.indiana.edu/
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was shot on location in Cleveland, with a mainly Black cast. 
“What happens to a dream deferred?” Langston Hughes 
famously asked. The final apocalyptic half hour of this film 
provides one possible answer.

Uptight is paired with Agnes Varda’s Black Panthers 
(1969), a 28 minute documentary about the Black Panther 
Party for Self Defense, shot during one summer in Oakland. 
“The film captures the complexity of the Party, with its 
blend of personal, domestic and international politics,” 
writes Beth Mauldin for Senses of Cinema. “Varda’s camera 
focuses on the energy of crowds – particularly the young 
children – clapping and dancing as the singer sings, “We 
didn’t come here on our free will/Our people was sold…. 
The truth about the whole thing, children, never been told.” 
Varda, in an off-screen voiceover, explains to her French 
audience: “This is neither a picnic nor a party in Oakland. 
It’s a political rally organized by the Black Panthers – black 
activists who are getting ready for the revolution.” This 
program is co-sponsored by the Black Film Center/Archive.

Saturday February 10 features one of the 
most interesting film pairings of the series.  In a 
program called “Magical Thinking,” Hoberman 
has paired Jean-Luc Godard’s Maoist classic, La 
Chinoise with Kenneth Anger’s trippy homage to 
Magick, Invocation of My Demon Brother (1969).  
Invocation was filmed in San Francisco at the 
Straight Theater on Haight Street and the William 
Westerfeld House (the former Russian Embassy).  
Starring Anton LaVey, the then-leader of the West 
Coast Satanic Church, as his Satanic Majesty, and 
Bobby Beausoleil, who later hooked up with the 
Manson Family, as Lucifer, the film uses color, 
strobe, and filmed sequences from a Satanic 
funeral to cast what Anger hoped would be a real 
spell. Music composed by Mick Jagger—who has 
a cameo in the film-- using a Moog Synthesizer.  
La Chinoise is one of Godard’s most pointedly 
polemical and most beautiful films. Here, five 
young Maoists occupy a spacious Paris apartment 
left vacant for the summer by its bourgeois 
owners.  They then argue their way toward an 
act of political terror.  “There’s a cineaste myth,” 

Hoberman says, “that La Chinoise, which opened in New York on 
April 3, 1968, inspired the Columbia students who, three weeks 
later, began occupying campus buildings.”  I didn’t see the film 
until 1973, when I was living in Sweden.  At that remove, the film 
seemed less a preview of the revolution to come than a eulogy for 
the revolution that never took place.  It features some of Godard’s 
best color work, and even Pauline Kael—who could be snarky 
about JLG—wrote glowing reviews.

A Sunday matinee bill, provocatively named “Liberated 
Women,” pairs Kusama Self-Obliteration  by Jud Yalkut (1967) with 
Vera Chytilovå’s Daisies (1966). Daisies is a milestone of the Nová 
Vina movement that blossomed just before Prague Spring.  This 
funny, satirical and very innovative film was made with State 
money and then banned in Czechoslovakia for “depicting the 
wanton.”  It’s a New Wave farce that, as Hoberman says, “looks 
better every year.”  In fact, he says, “it’s remarkable this feminist 
Duck Soup buddy film, an expression of pure anti-social revolt, isn’t 
as well-known as, for example, Bonnie and Clyde—It’s more fun and 
arguably more transgressive.”

J Hoberman is a noted film critic and scholar.  As an 
undergraduate, he studied with prominent experimental 
filmmaker Ken Jacobs at the State University of New York, 
Binghamton, and Jacobs had a profound influence on 
Hoberman’s developing aesthetic. He received his M.F.A. 
from Columbia University, where he first met Andrew 
Sarris.  He began publishing film reviews in 1977, with a 
piece on David Lynch’s quirky feature-debut, Eraserhead.  
“Lynch’s creative method derived from his practice as a 
painter,” Hoberman wrote in what is still a remarkable piece 
of criticism. “It was a matter of collecting and accumulating 
things…so the script took on shape not so much in terms 
of plot as in terms of textures.”  He continued writing film 
reviews for The Village Voice throughout the 1970s and 
became a full-time staff writer in 1983.  It was a heady 
time both in terms of politics and of cultural production.  
“You were making the counterculture and reporting on 
the counterculture simultaneously” writer Laurie Stone 

says about that period at the Voice.  Hoberman was the senior film 
critic at the Voice from 1988-2012, writing some of the most cogent 
criticism on No-Wave and Punk cinema, as well as emerging trends 
in both popular and experimental film.  He always situated his 
criticism within an historical context, incredibly helpful in the era of 
video culture, because we could go back and see the older films he 
referenced as part of his contemporary critiques.

In 2012, the Voice fired Hoberman in a move to cut costs.  Since 
that time, he has continued to teach at Cooper Union and has been 
writing film and DVD reviews for 
Artforum, Blouinfo, Filmcomment, The 
Guardian, The New York Review of 
Books, The New York Times and The 
Virginia Quarterly Review.  He has 
published several important books 
on cinema, including The Dream 
Life: Movies, Media and the Mythology 
of the Sixties, a book many critics 
(including this writer) consider to be 
the best print cultural history of  
the decade.

A scene from Uptight! Filmed as if through a funhouse mirror

J HOBERMAN

half page text guideline

Paired with Daisies, Kusama Self-
Obliteration documents one of Japanese 
artist Yayoi Kusama’s “body festivals.”  In 
1968, Kusama rivaled Andy Warhol for 
tabloid notoriety, as the press described 
her “festivals” as “orgiastic.”  Or at least as 
“orgiastic” as you could be in a public park. 
The film was made by underground director 
Jud Yalkut, who depicts the merging of 
flesh and identities into one whole through 
the masterful use of dissolves, with no 
discernible individual units

The series concludes with two Head 
films: Otto Preminger’s Skiddoo (1968) and 
Bruce Conner’s Looking for Mushrooms (1967).  
Director Otto Preminger ( Laura, 1944; The 
Man with the Golden Arm, 1955; Bunny Lake 
is Missing 1965) dropped acid with Timothy 
Leary in preparation for making Skiddoo, 
an trip-inspired musical comedy about 
intergenrational strife.  “It was rejected even 
more violently than Salò (Pasolini 1975) 
on its initial release,” Hoberman says, but 
gained a second life “as a midnight feature—
particularly in the San Francisco Bay Area.”  
Carol Channing and Jackie Gleason play the 
parents of a wayward teenybopper, Groucho 
Marx plays God.  Timothy Leary also 
figures in Looking for Mushrooms,  a 3 minute 
film about pixelated hunt for psilocybin 
mushrooms in rural Mexico.  Scored to the 
Beatles’ Tomorrow Never Knows.

J Hoberman will be on hand to 
introduce the screenings Thursday, Friday, 
and Saturday evenings.

Advance tickets will go on sale January 
7, and can be purchased online or in person 
at the Indiana University Auditorium box 
office during regular business hours, or in 
person at the IU Cinema 30 minutes before 
the show starts.  

Hoberman will also give a Jorgensen 
lecture at the IU Cinema on Thursday Feb 8, 
2018.  The talk is free and open to the public.

The cinema is located at 1213 E. 7th St., 
adjacent to the Wells-Metz and Ruth Halls 
theaters, and behind the IU Auditorium 
(look for the statue of Hoagy Carmichael)

Parking is available near the IU Cinema 
at the Jordan Avenue Garage (the top level 
is open to all visitors). If you have an IU 
parking pass, you can park at surface lots 
near the IU Auditorium during the week 
after 5 p.m. Parking for everyone is free on 
weekends.

For more information on this series and 
the other films being shown in conjunction 
with Wounded Galaxies: 1968: Sous les pavés 
la plage, please see the Wounded Galaxies 
website http://mediaschool.indiana.edu/
woundedgalaxies/ or the website of the IU 
Cinema. http://www.cinema.indiana.edu/
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2017 By Sean W. Fitzgerald

For all of the ridiculousness, greed, hate, 
and downright lunacy of 2017, there was 
also a lot of good that happened. People 
are waking up to this world, and in the 
process we’ve begun to put to ourselves 
and others a seemingly simple demand: 
do better. The vast and varied array of 
excellent literature produced in 2017 tells 
me we’re rising to the call. So here’s a list 
- not so much a “best of” list, necessarily, 
as an “I would like to share these books 
with you because I really enjoyed them” 
list, but a list all the same - of just a few of 
the remarkable books I read this year. 
 

HER BODY AND OTHER PARTIES 
by Carmen Maria Machado 

Carmen Maria Machado’s debut is ev-
erything I want from a modern collection 
of short stories; it’s immersive, explosive, 
surprising, lovely and terrifying. Macha-
do grabs you by the heartstrings from the 
fi rst and refuses to relax her grip until the 
very last, and even then her stories stick 
with you, come to you at night and rehash their darkness and delight. The 
stories in Her Body and Other Parties are utterly and brazenly unique, never 
asking that you suspend disbelief, instead suff using you with their urgent 
and overwhelming reality. While each story exists independently from the 
others, narratives involving the lives and bodies of women operate as the the-
matic thread pulling them all together. 

LINCOLN IN THE BARDO 
by George Saunders 

Winner of the 2017 Man Booker Prize (only the second time 
an American has received the award), the debut novel from 
acclaimed short-fi ction writer George Saunders is a unique, 
inventive work of fi ction unlike any fi ction you’ve ever 
encountered. Pulling from the Tibetan tradition of the state of 
one’s existence between death and rebirth, Lincoln in the Bardo 
is written in a multitude of disparate voices--mostly the spirits 
lingering in a D.C. graveyard, but also passages from newspa-
per articles, personal accounts, memoirs, and letters--pieced 
together to create a startlingly original narrative.  The story 
begins a number of years into the American Civil War with 
ten-year-old Willie Lincoln, the eldest son of President Abra-
ham Lincoln, dying of a fever. Unable to leave Washington, 
Lincoln temporarily entombs his dead son in a mausoleum in a 
nearby cemetery, a place he begins to visit late at night. Unwill-
ing to pass over to whatever awaits beyond, the spirit of Willie 
Lincoln opts to stay in the cemetery, where he meets a slew of 
other obstinate spirits who’ve also chosen to remain. 

BEST 
INBOOKSBOOKS

THROWING THE BOOK AT 2017
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MAP TO THE STARS 
by Adrian Matejka

I have to give a shout-out to Bloomington’s own Adrian Matejka and his fantas-
tic fourth book of poetry, Map to the Stars. Oft-nominated, award-winning Matejka 
knocked a home-run into outer space with his most recent collection, in which he 
constructs the narrative of a young black man growing up in poverty and uncertainty 
in Reagan-Era Indianapolis. These poems interweave depictions of the harsh realities 
of 1980’s midwestern poverty, racism and classism with historical events, and the 
escapism aff orded by (1980’s) pop culture and looking to the stars. Within even single 
stanzas Matejka seamlessly combines the hard city street imagery of concrete and 
steel with evocations of the other-wordly, celestial and ethereal. This is the kind of 
poetry we need in this world - the kind that’s conscious, bold, and unwilling to look 
the other way. 

COMPLETE SHORT STORIES 
by Kurt Vonnegut

As far as collected works go, this new volume of (my favorite Hoosier) Kurt Vonne-
gut’s short stories reaches borderline perfection. Edited by longtime friends of and 
experts on Vonnegut, Jerome Klinkowitz and Dan Wakefi eld, and with a thoughtful 
forward by Dave Eggers, this collection is clearly a labor of love. The 97 stories - in-
cluding fi ve previously unpublished works unearthed not long before the book went 
to the presses - are organized thematically (“War,” “Women,” “Science,” “Romance,” 
“Work Ethic vs. Fame and Fortune,” “Behavior,” “The Band Director” and “Futur-
istic”), each section given a brief introduction by one of the two editors, providing 
some background and context on Vonnegut’s relationship to the theme. Even the 
book as an object (masterfully constructed by Seven Stories Press) is a wonder to 
behold.

WE WERE EIGHT YEARS IN POWER 
by Ta-Nehisi Coates

Through a series of essays originally published in The Atlantic (among them “A 
Case for Reparations” and “The Black Family in the Age of Incarceration”), Coates 
established himself as one of the most important commentators on race in the United 
States. We Were Eight years in Power provides us those eight essays - one for each year 
of the Obama administration - along with an additional eight previously unpublished 
personal essays in which Coates refl ects on his experiences from each of those years. 
Culminating in an innovative and profoundly sobering piece written about the 2016 
election, We Were Eight Years in Power is not one to miss.

WISHTREE
by Katherine Applegate

The target audience for this lovely little number 
is ages eight to twelve, but I thoroughly enjoyed 
it all the same. Drawn from the Irish tradition of 
hanging one’s wishes on a particular tree on a 
particular day once every year, Wishtree is narrated 
by Red, a several-hundred year-old (you guessed 
it) Wishtree with a knack for storytelling. Accord-
ing to Red, trees are not only very much alive, but 
are able to communicate verbally with non-tree 
beings. While it’s expressly forbidden for trees to 
talk to people, Red has no problem conversing 
with the delightful cast of creatures living in her 
nooks, crannies, and branches. But when a boy 
carves into Red’s trunk a hateful message direct-
ed at the Muslim family that just moved to her 
suburban American neighborhood, Red becomes 
fed up with all of the intolerance she’s witnessed 
over the years and begins struggle with her role as 
observer, silently standing by.  

Sean W. FitzGerald is the Associate Manager of Village Lights Bookstore in Madison, 
Indiana.  He lives better in books than in life and reads better than he writes.
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CELTIC & AMERICAN 
ROOTS MUSIC

Jamie Gans hosts Rural Routes every Saturday from Noon to 2pm, and The 
Celtic Road every other Tuesday night from 9pm to 11pm

IMAR
A F T E R L I G H T                    

Imar “King of the Norsemen in all of Ireland and Scotland in the 9th Centu-
ry” is the name of this dazzling Glasgow based Irish Trad band.  Why they 
chose to be named after one of the most powerful Vikings in Celtic history is 
perhaps their way of suggesting how strong their own sound is. Imar’s fi rst 
album Afterlight illuminates their intricate arrangements with some of the 
most driving forces you’ll hear in the Celtic trad music scene.
 

Molly Tuttle
R I S E                                

The youthful but 
intricate guitarist 
and vocalist, Molly 
Tuttle hails from 
the beautiful but 
fi re-bitten area of 
Santa Clara County, 
California. Compass 
Records immedi-
ately recognized 
her artistry soon 
after her fi rst 
performance on 
NPR’s Prairie Home 
Companion thus 
producing her fi rst 
short but sweet debut album, Rise. Around the bend sometime in 2018 
her next full album will be here. Can’t wait!

Tim O’Brien
W H E R E  T H E  R I V E R  M E E T S  T H E  R O A D      

From his earliest Hot Rize bluegrass days to his current cool but fervent 
solo performance days Tim O’Brien has treated us to 16 wonderful 
albums.  It seems even from the start Tim has been a tasteful multi-in-
strumentalist, guitar, mandolin, fi ddle and banjo, but as a vocalist he 
has won the heart of even more. Where The River Meets The Road is a 
continued chapter of his bluegrass, Appalachian, acoustic roots style that 
features two of his originals and ten traditional tracks in the theme of his 
West Virginia origin. 

Matthew Byrne
H O R I Z O N  L I N E S

How many of us have been to or even thought of travelling to Canada’s 
immense island of Newfoundland - one of the most historically fasci-
nating regions of this continent? From the city of St. John’s, vocalist and 
guitarist, Matthew Byrne off ers through his rich warm Celtic style, songs 
of his ancestral and cultural lineage through the parallel lines of New-
foundland and Ireland into Horizon Lines’ tasteful repertoire from both 
sides of the North Atlantic.

JAMIE GANS | BEST IN ACOUSTIC, CELTIC & AMERICAN ROOTS MUSIC
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 The Railsplitters
J U M P  I N

Boulder Colorado’s The Railsplitters have been one of the fi nest 
bands to have assisted in growing further the most artistic branch 
away from the bluegrass music style of country twang and church 
pew lyrics. Their latest album treats us to their heartfelt vocals and 
dazzling instrumental arrangements. No matter how deep or shal-
low the lyrics of their new originals are their sound is what pulls us 
to Jump In.

Adriane Pontecorvo 
B E S T  O F  W O R L D  M U S I C

Adriane Pontecorvo is WFHB’s international music genre director. 
She hosts part two of the weekly Wednesday Morning Music Mix and 
co-hosts specialty shows Planetary Caravan and Off  the Charts. She is a 
regular contributor to culture zine PopMatters.

Les Amazones d’Afrique
R É P U B L I Q U E  A M A Z O N E

If nothing else, 2017 has been a year of women’s voices being heard 
louder than ever around the world. This included African all-woman 
supergroup Les Amazones d’Afrique, whose debut album decried sex-
ual inequality with some of the biggest names in world music, including 
Nneka, Angélique Kidjo, and Mariam Doumbia, among others. Electro-
pop, reggae, funk, and neo-soul styles are united by trailblazing women 
on one of this year’s most powerful cross-genre albums.

Ibibio Sound Machine
U Y A I

If Ibibio Sound Machine’s debut was a modern take on highlife, Uyai 
sees the group heading moving forward into Afrofunk territory. 
Sunny horns and heavy hits of electric 80s-style dance beats owe as 
much to Prince as they do to Fela; the group hits a space funk med-
ley halfway through the album and adds depth with softer tracks 
throughout to showcase singer Eno Williams’ range. Has there ever 
been a more globally-minded block party?

Tamikrest
K I D A L

The desert blues grooves that have become synonymous with most 
internationally well-known contemporary Saharan music takes on new 
dimensions on Tuareg group Tamikrest’s latest album. Hendrix-esque 
guitar solos, outlaw country twang, and acoustic melancholy all fi nd 
their way into the mix as the group explores its cultural roots and di-
verse musical infl uences. From start to fi nish, a lush sonic oasis.

Omar Souleyman
T O  S Y R I A ,  W I T H  L O V E

Superstar Syrian wedding singer Omar Souleyman returns after 2013 
album Wenu Wenu with a new collection of driving dance music. 
Hot, synth-heavy grooves throb with songs of love and devotion, but 
they also mourn for the homeland Souleyman longs for. A lament 
for years spent in exile and a frustrated plea to God on behalf of his 

countrymen provide a weighty fi nish to another splendidly emotion-
al album.

Bokanté
S T R A N G E  C I R C L E S

No album this year better embodied the oft-debated concept of 
“world music” better than the multifaceted debut of transnational 
project Bokanté. Fronted by Guadeloupe-born singer Malika Tiro-
lien, the band consists of prolifi c musicians from across the globe, 
including a lot of Snarky Puppy affi  liates and the former drummer 
for Lotus Festival staple Väsen. The end result is explosive, a unique 
mixture of soulful vocals and Caribbean-tinged rock that transcends 
national borders.

MIKE MCAFEE | BEST IN MUSIC 2017
Mike McAfee is a Wednesday morning music host on WFHB.

Eyelids
O R

Rock-n-roll power pop partaking in twang. Yes please. Standout 
track Camelot was a #1 early morning community radio smash hit 
single in B-town.

Sera Cahoone
F R O M  W H E R E  I  S T A R T E D

Everything she does is so good and this mainly acoustic release is a 
stunner. The lonesome pedal steel of Taken Its Toll must be turned 
up and I’m always sucked in when she plays electric guitar.

Tyler Childers
P U R G A T O R Y

The Waylon comparisons are obvious, 
but he has forgotten more than we will 
ever know about having the substance 
to back up his very own great classic 
country rock sound. This record led me 
down a deep TC rabbit hole.

Various Artists
O U R  F I R S T  1 0 0  D A Y S

I purchased this inexpensive ($30) splen-
didly ear-satisfying 100-track digital 
release benefi ting the important positive 
change explained at ourfi rst100days.us. 
Killer new tracks from Will Johnson, Jes-
sica Lee Mayfi eld, Jason Molina, Okkervil River, Angel Olsen, Strand 
Of Oaks and others.

TV Mike & The Scarecrowes
M A N Z A N I T A

Best record yet from one of Bloomington’s fi nest roots rock bands. 
The groove of TV Mike and pedal steel assassin Matt Lundquist 
keeps rolling on. I’ve heard Wet & Reckless declared song of the year.

6 more artists releasing 2017 favs – Bark, Hiss Golden Messenger, 
Lynx & The Servants Of Song, John Moreland, The Parson Red 
Heads, Son Volt.

FRANKIE FERRELL | BEST IN LOCAL MUSIC
Frankie Ferrell is a local live producer and DJ. He hosts The Local Music 
Show from 9 to 11 p.m. on Wednesday nights on WFHB
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Cyrus Youngman and the 
King� shers
T R I P  T O  T R Y

Cyrus Youngman and the Kingfi shers provide the perfect soundtrack 
to coping with a truly baffl  ing year. Their music dares to give one 
hope that we have enough power to push back against an estab-
lished order that seems to exist solely to crush us all. The album 
starts off  with a collection of songs that celebrate our potential 
collective power, becomes a little pensive and self-refl ective about the 
current state of aff airs in the middle, then continues to build to the 
title track that acknowledges at least it was a “Trip To Try.”

Gentleman Caller

N O  O N E ’ S  D A U G H T E R
Gentleman Caller dropped another amazing album in 2017 with 
No One’s Daughter, a tribute to the recently published book of short 
stories, Heartbreaker by Maryse Meijer. Each of the songs follow 
the stories from the book, whose dark themes match the tone and 
style of Kenny Childers’ music perfectly. The literary aspect of this 
album adds an extra dimension to the listening experience of music 
nerds who are also book nerds. No One’s Daughter was crowdfunded 
through the site, Indiegogo.

Amy O.
E L A S T I C

You can count on Amy O. to pump out some twee delights on a 
nearly annual basis. This year’s release, Elastic, is a frantic and fun 
off ering of upbeat songs that can get your pulse racing even when 
completely sedentary. Amy O. was initially a solo project by Amy 
Oelsner but is now a full band experience. This particular experience 
is a steady and sweet drive forward, which may occasionally slow 
down a bit but never hits the brakes.

Hoops
R O U T I N E S 

The dreamy, hypnotic sounds on Routines provide a listening expe-
rience that is simultaneously soothing and stimulating. It’s kind of 
an aural tranquilizer that shoots happy, relaxing clouds into the back 
of your mind. Even though the music can make it fairly easy to just 
space out and take it in, the lyrics are clever and compelling. The 
playfulness of the band comes through in the video for the single 
“On Top,” which can be found on their Bandcamp page.

Toby Foster
1 0 0  W A Y S

Raw emotion and existential angst course through 100 Ways, this 
year’s release by Toby Foster. The dread and anxiety expressed in 
the lyrics are carried by a power pop that is infectiously upbeat. By 
the end of this album you feel like you have worked through some 
things with Toby and have come out on the other end. The focus of 
his songs are relatable to anyone who experiences life in general. 

Stephen Deusner
B E S T  I N  M U S I C  2 0 1 7

Stephen Deusner is a freelance music journalist based in Blooming-
ton. He writes for Pitchfork, Uncut, American Songwriter, Ste-
reogum, No Depression, and the Bluegrass Situation. He is currently 
working on his fi rst book.

Hurray for the Riff Raff
T H E  N A V I G A T O R

Few pieces of pop culture captured my imagination as much as this 
ambitious concept album about a young woman growing up in a 
Puerto Rican neighborhood. There are sci-fi  elements I can’t quite 
parse, but Alynda Lee Segarra’s songs reach out in every direction, 
incorporating doo-wop, New Wave, Greenwich Village folk, and ‘70s 
salsoul into a unique concoction. 

Lee Ann Womack
T H E  L O N E LY,  T H E  L O N E S O M E  &  T H E  G O N E

Womack is the best singer in Nashville. Forgoing country’s main-
stream for the rootsier margins, she brings humanity and compas-
sion to these songs about loners and losers and doomed lovers.

Rhiannon Giddens
F R E E D O M  H I G H W A Y

On her second solo album Giddens traces the trajectory of black ex-
perience and black music throughout American history, which might 
sound academic but her powerful voice and her unbending determi-
nation bring the joy and the horror to life. (Also one of the best shows 
in Bloomington this year.) 

Kendrick Lamar
D A M N . 

We are all lucky to be alive at a time when Kendrick is making records.

 The Weather Station

T H E  W E A T H E R  S T A T I O N
Few songwriters took as many risks with form and subject matter as 
Tamara Lindeman on her fourth album as the Weather Station. Jet-
tisoning the delicate folk of her previous records, she creates a fl eet, 
wiry, weird, unstable rock & roll sound to illustrate her lyrics about 
the blur of life passing her by.
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2017FILMBEST 
IN

By Joan Hawkins

The twenty-fi rst century has seen a sea-change in the way “fi lms” are cat-
egorized.  And that has been refl ected in most of the Year’s 10 Best Film 
Lists.  Almost every critic is now listing at least one series:  Sight and 
Sound and Cahiers du cinéma list Twin Peaks: The Return;  J. Hoberman 
lists Ken Burns’ The Vietnam War and Amy Taubin lists Jane Campion’s 
Top of the Lake: China Girl.  Which suggests not only that critics are be-
coming more fl exible about medium, but also that—like fans—critics are 
hungry for the kind of character and plot development that unfolds best 
over a long, sustained narrative.  
Character and plot were strong points in theatrical releases this year as 

well.  It has been a good year for strong and provocative fi lms about race, 
racial politics and subaltern histories- -and that’s a very good thing, be-
cause we need them now more than ever. Independent fi lms were strong 
this year, with A24 (Moonlight, Lady Bird, The Disaster Artist, The Flori-
da Project) consolidating its position as a company to watch.  And horror, 
a genre near and dear to my heart, broke the glass ceiling, showing up on 
every major critic’s list.  I’ve only mentioned two horror fi lms here, but 
I could have easily cited more—with Raw (Julia Ducournau, France), It 
Comes at Night (Trey Edward), and Prevenge (Alice Lowe) all vying for a 
spot. Women directors are well represented on every major list I’ve seen. 
I’ve included three women directors here.  But again, I could have easily 
included more: AgnèsVarda’s Faces/Places (France), Julia Ducournau 
and Alice Lowe for the horror fi lms listed above, and Jane Campion for 
Top of the Lake. Documentaries continue to rock the lists, and here again 
I could have easily listed more titles.  Tyler Hubby’s Tony Conrad: Com-
pletely in the Present is a special runner-up for me.  I knew Conrad and 
was still in mourning for him when IU Cinema brought the fi lm to its 
screen.  Tony was an amazing fi lmmaker and a character of the greatest 
proportion.  And Hubby’s fi lm captures him in all his annoying and love-
able eccentricity.  It’s a great movie.  And fi nally Sean Baker continued 
to experiment with using iPhone for the big screen in his new Florida 
Project.  Most of the fi lm was shot on 35mm but the end scene, which I’ve 
been told is amazing, was shot on the iPhone 6s Plus. 
Of the blockbusters, my faves were Matt Reeves’ War for the Planet of the 

Apes and David Leitch’s Atomic Blonde, which features an amazing perfor-
mance by Charlize Theron. Is there any role that woman can’t play?

MY TOP TEN LIST, IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER.
1. Twin Peaks: The Return (David Lynch).  
For sheer brio and sustained brilliance, this 
is a tour-de-force. Every episode reminded 
us—at times seemed to warn us—that the old 
Twin Peaks doesn’t exist anymore.  Instead 
the series referenced Fire Walk With Me, 
Inland Empire and other fi lms from Lynch’s 
late period—his free-associative, nonlinear, 
non-rational (by which I mean Lynch-Surreal-
ism) period.  I don’t want to say much about 
the story here or even the structure, since the 
series needs to be experienced.  Lynch often 
works by accumulation and association, and 
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his fi lms frequently unfold like a series of textures rather than 
anything resembling a traditional plot. And this series is no ex-
ception. As Matt Zoller Seitz said in The Vulture.  “What we’re 
left with is a piercing series of reminders that you can’t go home 
again, that what was done can’t be undone or redone, that any 
attempt to reduce experience to a series of defi nitive factual 
proclamations is sure to end in frustration.”  Which is not to say 
that the series isn’t enjoyable to watch. It is. For one thing it’s 
gorgeous.  And it plunges you into a purely cinematic world in 
a way that few works this year do

2. Get Out (Jordan Peele). 
 Jordan Peele’s fi lm is 
a stunning treatment 
of enduring racism in 
the oh-so-genteel upper 
middle class profession-
al set.  That it unfolds 
within the structure 
of a horror fi lm makes 
perfect sense to those of 
us who value the genre. 
African-American pho-
tographer Chris (Daniel 
Kaluuya) has been 
invited to meet his white 
girlfriend Rose’s (Allison 
Williams) parents.  Not 
just meet them, but 
spend the weekend 

there.  “Do they know I’m Black,” he asks her.  “No they don’t,” 
she tells him.  Has she ever had a Black boyfriend?  No, she tells 
him, she hasn’t. But not to worry they’re not racist.  Only of course, 
they are.  And, by the way, she lied about the Black boyfriends—
she’s been collecting them for years. Of course her parents know 
he’s Black.  That’s why they’ve invited him.  This is a terrifi c zom-
bie fi lm, told primarily from a Black point of view.  In the same 
way that Todd Haynes makes simple household cleaning products 
seem terrifying in Safe, Peele shows us the things white people like 
and makes them strange.  Defi nitely one of the smartest fi lms this 
year. The DVD contains an alternate ending that’s worth a look.

3. The Salesman (Asghar Farhadi, 2016; Iran) 
Due to the vagaries of fi lm distribution, we don’t always get 
fi lms in Bloomington in time for these end-of-year lists.  This 
fi lm from last year is just brilliant.  Not subtle.  But brilliant.  
The fi lm revolves around a couple of actors whose marriage is 
tested when the wife Rana (Taraneh Alidoosti) is raped in their 
new apartment, by an intruder.  Their story unfolds against the 
backdrop of the play they are preparing, a Persian translation of 
Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman, and here Willie Loman’s 
impotence and frustration become a fi tting analogue for hus-
band Emad’s (Shahab Hosseini) inability to cope.  There’s no 
real analogue for Rana’s post-rape trauma, but the acting here is 
some of the best I’ve seen.  Iranian fi lms do close-ups brilliantly, 
and Rana’s face throughout this fi lm is its own dramatic mask 
of both suff ering and strength.  She is a survivor.  Gorgeous cin-
ematography.  Elle (Paul Verhoeven, 2016) is another rape-story 
from last year that deserves a mention.  Isabelle Huppert is one 
of the best and certainly the bravest actress in International 
cinema.  She’s amazing here as a woman who is raped—once 
again--in her own apartment, and who develops a highly com-
plicated relationship with the rapist.

4. Blade Runner 2049 (Denis Villeneuve) 
Like Twin Peaks: The 
Return, BR 2049 re-
minds us that “sequel” 
is beginning to mean 
something else—some-
thing more philosophical 
and melancholy than the 
standard “let’s give them 
an updated version of the 
same movie.” The best 
sequels this year illus-
trate how much we and 
the world have changed. 
That’s certainly the case 
here—as the crowded 
multi-culti metropolitan scenes of the original give way to bar-
ren landscapes, and the hum of Off -World Cityspeak gives way 
to silence.  Thirty years after the events of the original Blade 
Runner, LAPD offi  cer K (Ryan Gosling) unearths a long-buried 
secret that threatens to plunge the earth into chaos. His dis-
covery leads him to search for Rick Deckard (Harrison Ford), 
former LAPD agent, the Blade Runner of the original fi lm. The 
plot would seem to set us up for a nostalgic romp through the 
old dystopic cult classic.  But BR 2049 doesn’t try to capture 
the mood and feel of the original fi lm, insisting instead that 
the new world order demands a diff erent—more Kafka-es-
que- treatment (the hero is named K, after the protagonist of 
Kafka’s The Trial, after all). It’s certainly not as postmodern-hip 
as the original.  But it is stunningly beautiful—I think probably 
the most visually arresting fi lm made this year—and if you’re 
watching it on DVD, try to fi nd a large-screen TV.  Director De-
nis Villeneuve, cinematographer, Roger A. Deakins, the produc-
tion designer, Dennis Gassner; and the special eff ects team have 
created, A.O. Scott notes “zones of strangeness that occasionally 
rise to the level of sublimity.”  It certainly has that element of 
beautiful strangeness you see in Surrealist painting; I found it 
mesmerizing.  The fi lm is not as astute a meditation on memory 
and identity as the original, but it explores the male psyche in 
ways that few fi lms this season have.  The treatment of women 
is often problematic and there’s eroto-scary imagery that can be 
off -putting to some viewers, but it’s a very smart treatment of 
the way gynophobia takes hold of the imagination (in the same 
way that Get Out shows us what undercover racism looks like). 
If you haven’t seen it, or if you want to re-visit it, I recommend 
seeing Blade Runner: The Final Cut (Ridley Scott, 2007) fi rst. 
And do see it. It hasn’t gotten the legs it deserves and it’s far 
smarter than some critics gave it credit for being.

5. I Am Not Your Negro (Raoul Peck). 
Fillmmaker Raoul Peck tries to create—or fi nish—the book 
James Baldwin never completed, Remember this House.  The 
resulting fi lm is a radical mix-tape of Baldwin’s words, rich 
archival footage, and pointed confrontation.  As a documentary 
fi lm it’s very good. As a cultural document, it’s probably the 
most important fi lm made this year. I Am Not Your Negro con-
nects the Civil Rights Movement past to the #BlackLivesMatter 
present.. And it reminds us what we lose through creating a 
racist, white-washed socio-political history and a racist, white-
washed intellectual history. Baldwin here is eloquent and sear-
ing. The fi lm is too as it makes connections between the lives 
and assassinations of Medgar Evers, Martin Luther King Jr, and 
Malcolm X, and questions the way that Blacks have been repre-
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sented on fi lm and elsewhere. At one point in the fi lm, Baldwin 
asks why America needed to create the “N_____r,” and tells us 
we’ll never understand anything about ourselves or our nation 
until we can answer that question. No beating around the bush, 
just the plain blunt fact of it. Seeing this fi lm in the Trump era is 
shocking for white audiences, in the best sense of the word. It’ll 
take you by the shoulders and shake you hard, and knock some 
of the cobwebs out. 

6. Certain Women (Kelly Reichardt).  
I’ve been a fan of Reichardt’s work (Meek’s Crossing; Wendy 
and Lucy) for a long time. And this fi lm does not disappoint. It 
treats the lives of three women in small-town America. Laura 
Dern plays a lawyer wrestling with a troublesome client who 
seems to view her as an emotional crutch as well as a profes-
sional adviser. Michelle Williams, Reichardt’s regular collabora-
tor, is a high-achieving wife and mother designing a weekend 
retreat in the hills who only subliminally realizes the extent 
of the estrangement between her and the rest of her family. 
And the extraordinary Native American Lily Gladstone plays 
a rancher, raised among boys and animals, who doesn’t fully 
understand what it is she feels when she blunders into a night 
school legal class and meets the browbeaten teacher, a crum-
pled, washed-out Kristen Stewart. It’s this fi nal segment, with 
its melancholy rhythms and lovely, textured performances from 
Stewart and Gladstone, that elevates the fi lm into the unassum-
ing masterpiece that it is. The stories don’t intersect as much as 
brush up against one another, the way our real-life encounters 
do. The fi lm is based on three short stories from Maile Meloy’s 
collection Half in Love and Both Ways is the Only Way I Want 
It.  Reichardt is not for everyone.  As Wendy Ide of The Guard-
ian notes, she uses cinema “in a way that is wonderfully at odds 
with our expectations for the medium.”  She has a low-key, 
intimate approach that pulls you in; it’s subtle and very an-
ti-dramatic (the soundscape is always a key here—we don’t get 
many aural clues in a Reichardt fi lm about how we’re supposed 
to feel, and my students frequently fi nd the quiet of her fi lms 
unsettling). But for those who love her, each Reichardt fi lm is a 
special treat.

7.  Mudhound (Dee Rees) 
Set in the Rural South during World War II, this is a story about 
buried history as much as it is a compelling epic drama.  And it 
is epic! It tells the story of two families who are pitted against 
one another—almost forced to be so by the terms of social 
hierarchy—but who are also bound together by the Mississippi 
Delta, the land.  The war upends the plans of both families, 
as their returning loved ones forge a close but uneasy friend-
ship that challenges the conventions of the Jim Crow South. A 
striking meditation on the interplay of class and race.  Beautiful 
cinematography and truly one of those fi lms-to-get-lost-in.   It’s 
available on Netfl ix, the company that released it,and if you’re 
looking for a good fi lm to watch some cold winter night, I high-
ly recommend it.

8. A Ghost Story (David Lowery) 
is a quiet supernatural fi lm that follows the ghost of a deceased 
man who remains in the house he shared with his wife. In a 
way, a nice companion piece to Olivier Assayas’s Personal 
Shopper, but I think A Ghost Story is a better movie.  In re-
viewing the fi lm, rogerebert.com noted “I rarely see a movie so 
original that I want to tell people to just see it without reading 
any reviews beforehand, including my own. David Lowery’s 
A Ghost Story is one of those movies.”  And that makes it hard 

to do even a thumbnail review because just about anything I 
could say would be a spoiler.  The fi lm plays with point-of-view 
in interesting ways; and treats loss, remembrance, and the pro-
foundly human need to make connection (even from beyond 
the grave).

9. Ladybird (Greta Gerwig).  

This is another fi lm that’s about the ebb and fl ow of life, rather 
than big moments.  It’s just a charmer—zero negative reviews 
on Rotten Tomatoes at the time of this writing.  It stars Saoirse 
Ronan as Ladybird, a high school senior who has to negotiate 
her complicated relationships to her parents (particularly her 
mother), her friends and her hometown, as she prepares to go 
to college. It’s funny and tender, and reminds you of the hard 
transitional periods in life without making you squirm.  Ronan 
is great.  And for those of us who know Tracy Letts from his 
work at Chicago’s Steppenwolf, his performance here as the 
loving dad and husband who must negotiate between his wife 
and daughter, while also dealing with job loss, is just a treat.  A 
lovely, quirky, funny, and ultimately feel-good fi lm.

10.  The Jean-Pierre Melville retrospective 
(Jean-Pierre Melville, France).  

There were several curated programs to commemorate the 
100th birthday of this brilliant but underappreciated French di-
rector.  Melville made crime dramas that exemplify some of the 
best of French Film Noir and had a profound infl uence on the 
French New Wave. But his fi lms also invoke his war experience, 
both fi ghting with the French Army and, later, with the Resis-
tance.  In that sense, they are all political thrillers.  One series, 
at Film Forum in New York City (May 2017) brought together 
some of his early fi lms.  The series that played here in Bloom-
ington, 5XJean-Pierre Melville: Dangerously Cool (curated by 
Jon Vickers) highlighted some of the greatest fi lms of the direc-
tor’s distinguished career: Le Samourai (1967), Le Cercle Rouge 
(1970), Le Doulos (1963), Bob Le Flambeur (1956) and fi nally 
Army of Shadows (1969).  This was a wonderful opportunity 
to revisit fi lms that, as Anthony Lane wrote in The New Yorker, 
are true gems.  Whether he was working in glorious black and 
white or color, Melville focused on the small tell-tale gesture 
that gives the game away.  He was interested in men and male 
camaraderie, and codes of honor. And this stylish, beautifully 
projected series was one of the year’s highlights—both in New 
York and in Bloomington.

I’m looking forward to seeing The Killing of a Sacred Deer, made 
by Yorgos Lanthimos, Gullermo del Toro’s The Shape of Water,  
Sean Baker’s The Florida Project, and Todd Haynes’ Wonder-
struck, and hope that at least one of them merits  a belated men-
tion on next year’s list.
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